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Mostly sunny
Monday will be mostly sunny
with a high in the upper 80s and
southeast wind around 10 mph.
Monday night will be partly
cloudy with a low in the
mid-60s. Tuesday will be partly
sunny with high again in the
upper 80s.

MILD SWAIM MIMS

WORLD

NATIONAL

MEXICO CITY — An 126 people aboard a Cuban jetliner were
killed when the Italy-bound plane exploded shortly after takeoff and
crashed, raining flaming debris onto a Havana suburb, news agencies
reported.
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. — National Guardsmen with assault rifles
helped enforce an indefinite curfew today after a second night of violence followed the looting of more than 100 stores by blacks.
BOGOTA, Colombia — In the latest apparent strike by drug
barons, a bomb tore through shops in an industrial suburb of the
cocaine trafficking center of Medellin and wounded five people,
authorities said.
WASHINGTON — The Army is expanding its drug testing program to include checks for use of speed, morphine and angel dust, amid
Pentagon boasts that drug use already has dropped sharply in recent
years.

STATE
ADAIRVILLE — Members of a church founded by freed slaves
applauded four white people who came to the newly renovated building to say they were sorry for setting the church ablaze.
LOUISVILLE — Hopes are high as the Task Force on Education
Reform tries to comply with an edict by the state's highest court to
reshape Kentucky schools.
LOUISVILLE — During the past few years, Western Kentucky
University has several times been close to hiring someone, only to
have another school offer more money, one official at the Bowling
*Green school said.
LEXINGTON — A newly revived debate over whether the University of Kentucky should continue to control its community colleges is a
rehash "of a tired, old issue," said Charles Wethington, chancellor of
the UK community college system.
HENDERSON — Despite some careful attention at the Henderson
City Landfill, an American chestnut tree there — possibly the tallest in
Kentucky — is slowly dying.

SPORTS
NEW YORK — A. Bartlett Giamatti's funeral and burial will be
closed to the public and a public memorial service will honor him at a
later date.
NEW YORK — In the twilight of her tournament career, Chris
Evert reached back for one more sunrise in the U.S. Open.
NEW YORK — Ever so slowly, the weather's getting cooler.
Leaves are beginning to turn, nights are getting longer — and a lot of
baseball teams are fading.

BUSINESS

FINANCE

ST. PAUL, Va. — Jesse
Jackson and United Mine Workers President Richard Trumka
blasted the Republitan presidential administrations of the 1980s
for what they called a hostile
attitude toward labor.
"The 1980s was a decade of
great symbolism over substance," Jackson said Sunday at
a daylong rally of about 10,000
people in southwestern Virginia,
where coal miners have been
striking the Pittston Coal Group
since early April.

U.S. defense spending
By type of goods and services
,n I:011*ns ol dollars for 1988
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Murray State enrollment to top 8,000
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Preliminary figures at the end of
".—the first week of registration at
Murray State University'L _indicate
that headcount enrollment will top
8,000 for the 1989 fall semester,
according to Phil Bryan, dean of
admissions and records.
"Our headcount has been at or
over 8,000 four times in the histroy
of the institution," Bryan said.
"Out highest headcount was 8,350
in 1976, and I'm projecting that
fall 1989 will be our third highest
enrollment."

Jerry Lewis
hopes to raise
millions for
his MDA 'kids'

Early numbers show a 7.7 percent increase in total headcount,
7,031 from 6,524 in fall 1988, the
dean noted. "The 8,000-plus figure
is based on a trend at Murray State,
which shows that we gain an average of 1,043 in headcount between
the end of the first week and the
final day of registration."
A gain of 11 percent is reported
in the freshman class, which, combined with the increase in freshmen
recorded in fall 1988, will reflect at
least a 25 percent increase over the
last two years.

1n-state enrollment shows an
increase of 9.4 percent, which also
bodes well for Murray State, Bryan
said. "This shows that our efforts
to keep Kentucky students in Kentucky and especially at MSU are
beginning to bear fruit."
Other strong areas include
returning students (up 7 percent)
and new transfers (up 12 percent).
"The increase in 'old students' is
a goed indicator of success in our
retention efforts, and also reflects
on the academically talented students that attend Murray State,"

Bryan commented, "I'm pleased
with the -numbers in the transfers
categbry because they show that
we're doing a really good job at the
community colleges."
On the practical side, the higher
figures benefit Murray State
financially.
"The total increase is generating
almost 5,000 more credit hours,
which is what our formula funding
is based on," the dean added.
Final figures for the 1989 fall
semester will be released Nov. 1.

Quick, but not sloppy

LAS VEGAS (AP) — Jerry
Lewis kicked off his 24th annual
telethon for the Muscular Dystrophy Association Sunday night, saying inroads made against the disease the past three years are "stunning to the heart, stunning to the
mind."
Lewis, opening the 21% -hour
telethon from the Jerry Lewis Theater at the city's Cashman Field
Center, said the show, carried by
200 television stations, would
reach 100 million people in the
United States and Canada.
A
"We are playing to a lot of people who are becoming fans of what
we do," Lewis said. "That's what
makes my kids figure, 'Hey, I got a
chance.' If nothing more happens
from this program than for my kids
to say, 'Hey, I've got a chance,'
isn't it .worth all the effort?"
Lewis introduced his co-hosts
for the evening, including singer
Tony Orlando, who recalled advice
from his grandmother to "shoot for
(Cont'd on

page

2)

Child care and
minimum wage
remain at top of
Congress' agenda
WASHINGTON (AP) — Areas
of social concern — child care,
minimum wage, parental leave and
greater opportunities for the disabled — will be among the issues
facing Congress when it returns
this week, but no one is predicting
quick action.
Child care legislation, the issue
that became a focus of the 1988
presidential campaign, has passed
the Senate. The bill calls for direct
grants to child care providers and
would establish non-binding federal guidelines.
But in the House, a cohipanion
bill is embroiled in a dispute
between two committees with jurisdiction over it.
Besides that, House Republicans
are pushing the White House plan
— tax credits for lower- and
middle-income parents of children
under age 4 regardless of whether
(Coated on

page

2)

John Quick of Cunningham, Tenn., weaves hickory strips into the bottom of one of his traditional country
chairs during the Labor Day Arts and Crafts Festival at the Fenton Access Area in the Land Between the
Lakes. Quick, a seventh-grade science teacher in the Clarksville, Tenn., school ”stem, carves each of the
chairs by hand beforradding the chair-bottom strips. He added that the hardest part of making the chairs
is getting the 75-90 feet of inner-bark hickory needed for each of the chair seats. Quick was one of the
many exhibitors at the annual event.
Staff photo by Greg TTSVIII
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — During the past few years, Western
Kentucky University has several
times been close to hiring someone, only to have another school
offer more money, one official at
the Bowling Green school said..
"Funding of higher education in
(the) '80s hasn't been done in a
closet," said Paul Cook, executive
vice president for administrative
affairs at Western. "People around
the country know what's

happening."
Education officials say low salaries are driving faculty members,
away from Kentucky's eight public
universities as well as preventing
the schools from recruiting
teachers.
According to a report released
recently by the Souhern Regional
Education Board, an Atlanta-based
advisory group, the salary of the
average full-time faculty member
at Kentucky's eight public univer-

4

sities has risen 78 percent since
1978-79. The increase was 95 percent for the average faculty member in the 15 states surveyed.
Kentucky's university teachers
average $34,893 in salary, $2,997
below the regional average and
S5.455 behind the national average,
according to the study.
''There's a mood of concern
because we feel like we're falling
farther and farther behind,' sail
Robert Hemenway, UK's chancel-

}or for the Lexington campus.
Lance Olsen, an assistant professor of English at UK, said the
ary situation is so bad that he
thinks the university may start to
lose assistant professors, whose
morale is "extremely low."
"I'm finding it sort of bleak
right now," Olsen said.
Morehead President C. Nelson
Grote said faculty salaries arc a
(Coit'd

on page

2)
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Curfew ordered after Virginia Beach violence
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. (AP)
— National Guardsmen with
assault rifles helped enforce an
indefinite curfew today after a second night of violence followed the
looting of more than 100 stores by
blacks.
Anyone on the resort's strip
would be asked to go inside immediately or will be arrested, police
declared at 1:25 a.m.
A 35-minute sweep by clubwielding officers late Sunday
added dozens of arrests to the 160

One of five jail
escapees turns
himself in on
Sunday, KSP says
MOUNT STERLING, Ky. (AP)
— One of five inmates who
escaped from the Montgomery
County Jail turned himself in to
-authorities Sunday, state police
said.
The five used a ladder to scale a
fence in a recreation\al area about
7:30 p.m. EDT Saturday, Trooper
Roger Smallwood said.
Michael Banks, 21, of Winchester, called the jail at 6:40 p.m. Sunday and told officials he wanted to,
surrender, Trooper John Lambert
said`. Two -deputy jailers picked up
Banks at a Mount Sterling shopping center, Lambert said.
Smallwood said two state police
canine units, several troopers and
local law enforcement officers
tracked the escapees some distance
before the trail ended.
The'-other escapees were identified by police as Chris Cummins,
20, Silver Grove; John Purvis, 24,
of Nicholasville; Ricky Maze, 25,
of Salt Lick; and Kendall Fryman,
22, of Carlisle.

Read the
want ads daily

arrests and 395 citations between
Friday evening and Sunday
afternoon.
"We will not tolorate lawlessness from anybody," Mayor Meyera
Obendorf said. "Let the
word go out that Virginia Beach
will not stand by and watch as
unruly individuals trash our city."
But Jack W. Gravely, president
of the Virginia chapter of the
National Associaticm for the
Advancement of Colored People,
faulted the city's tactics as much as
"an element who came to disrupt"
among the young people gathered
-for Greekfest, a Labor Day
weekend celebration.
Sunday night, dozens of officers
and 150 National Guardsmen
armed with assault rifles and
wooden barons left the Visitors
Center for the beach area two
blocks away.
"Once the police came on the
scene, the tension level rose,"
Gravely said. "The students had
what I call an attitude of controlled
defiance. They did not understand
what they had done to warrant this
treatment."
He said Virginia Beach officials
should have been better prepared
for the annual gathering of students
from predominantly black East
Coast colleges.
City officials said they had no
choice but to use force after young
people went on a rampage early
.Sunday down beachfront Atlantic
Avenue.
The authorities estimated
100,000 young people jammed a
30-block section around 2:15 a.m.
When police tried to clear the
streets, shots were fired, more than
100 businesses were looted and
small fires were set in the streets,
city officials said.
By the time order was restored
around dawn, four people were
reported injured. They remained in
hospitals today, two with gunshot
wounds, one critically injured in a
balcony fall and one in serious condition after an auto accident during
the disturbance.

Some Looks Turn Heads.
Keep It That Way With
Sanitone.
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When It ...omes to drycleaning. no one is as meticulous as a
Certified Master Drycleaner With our superior Sanitone
dn.cleaning process. we keep your quality clothes looking
like new Like designer fashions from Pierre Cardin
Whites are whiter, colors bnghter and fabrics
look and feel softer That's why were the
designers choice in dr:cleaning
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-

Large Bar-B-0
Sandwich & French Fries

$249

P'.

.4.

Special Good thru Sept. 9

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-0 & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0046

CATHOLICS!
What do they believe?
What Bible do they use?
Do they worship Mary?
What about purgatory, mass, the pope, etc.?.
INFORNIZION TALAISF:
Wednesday Ivertngs staftlrig on the
6th of September, at 7:30 p.m.
at St. Leo's Church
Rev. Jerry Glahn
All questions answered - No questions asked
Informal.

ALL

SM
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By 6 p.m. Sunday, Atlantic
students, most of whom they said
Avenue was again crowded with
were Nee. But some shopkeepers
young people, though many shops said they were not surprised by the
were boarded up. Two hours later, trouble.
officials closed all streets leading
"We tried to welcome these peointo the beach, allowing in only
ple. We'd been hearing rumors all
residents. ,
week that something was going to
A short time later, the guards- happen," said Bobbi Basnight, an
men moved in, followed by explo- Atlantic Avenue merchant.
sions that sounded, like firecrack"Our problem is we had so
ers, causing momentary panic many people in a small area," said
among about 250 young people.
Arnie Cohen, whose shop was
Bottles were thrown at officers. spared. "I don't care if they were
Ten-man squads of police, backed Jewish, black or whatever ... with
by an armored state police truck all those people with so little to do
andha SWAT team, began making and some of them drinking ... it's a
arrests.
volatile situann."
By 9:30 p.m., hundreds of police
In wedge. formations swept the
beachfront, with a police helicopter
overh
They were met by a hail
of bottl
om balconies and park- (Cont'd from page 1)
approach is to put money for child
ing decks, ut cleared the streets by
care programs into block grants
11.
that go to the states with no strings
"When they tried to move peoattached.
The committee already
ple, it went crazy," said Errin
has acted by putting language on
Smith, 20, of New York. "People
child care into the budget reconciliwere yelling 'Fight the Power.' At
ation bill. That legislation is the
first people were just having a
good time, but they harassed us .vomnibus bill into which all committees are expected to contribute
from the minute we got here."
deficit
reduction plans.
"Fight the power" is the musiA committee said the markup of
cal theme of "Do The Right
the committee's proposal for the
Thing," a current movie about racchild
care bill is scheduled for
ism and the death of a young black
Thursday and will include an effort
man at the hands of police.
to make it conform to the budget
The mayor said the decision to
reconcilia
tion proposals.
clear the streets was made by comThe
provision
s of the bill passed
manders at the scene after reports
by Education and Labor include:
of looting and shots fired.
—putting more money into Head
Gravely said he and an NAACP
Start so those programs can run all
attorney were meeting with the
day instead of half a day;
mayor at the time and were not told
—using public school systems to
of any looting or shooting.
help care for children over 3 years
"Last year, everything was real
old;
nice. There was no violence ... but
—grants to providers for the
this year the place was jammed
children of parents who can't
with police and they were hassling
afford the full cost of day care;
people," said Paul Williams, a
—improving day care quality
21-year-old student from Philadelthrough training programs.
phia's Temple University.
While containing the provisions
"It's been like we're being
of the Senate bill, the Education
singled out because we are young
and Labor version goes further.
and black," said Charles Stone, 23,
As for minimum wage, Congress
of New York City.
must reach a compromise with the
Merchants denied slighting the
White House if there is to be final
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Jerry Lewis...
(Cont'd from page 1)
We moon, because the worst that
can happen is that you miss and
fall among the stars."
Last year's show was watched
by about 90 million people in 34.8
million households, according to
the A.C. Nielsen Co. The 1988
event raised a record $41,132,113
and Lewis said in an interview last
week he thought this year's telethon could meet his annual goal of
"one dollar more."
More than 50 stars planned
appearances, including Frank Sinatra, Liza Minnelli, Sammy Davis
Jr., Billy Crystal, Alabama, the
Oak Ridge Boys, Robert Goulet,
LaToya Jackson, Ringo Starr, WayIon Jennings and Maureen
McGovern.
Co-hosts include Davis, Ed
McMahon, Casey Kasem, Julius La
Rosa and Norm Crosby.
Lewis has been a spokesman for
the New York City-based Muscular
Dystrophy Association for 40 years
and held the annual Labor Day
weekend telethons since 1966.
They have raised $484 million,
and the money is paying dividends,
Lewis said, with medical science
starting to unlock the mysteries of
40 neuromuscular diseases that
cripple thousands annually.
Lewis said the 1989 telethon has
special meaning for him.
This spring Lewis and his wife,
Sam, 38, learned she was pregnant.
On May 5, two months into the
pregnancy, they learned that the
fetus' heart had stopped beating.
Lewis, 63, has six sons by a previous marriage.
Lewis said his loss cannot compare to the trials faced by parents
who lose a child after years of suffering, but now he has new understanding of their plight.
"I thought I knew what I was
talking about," Lewis said, recalling decades of relating to parents
whose children die of muscular
dystrophy.
Lewis also said he was "shocked
and saddened" by the death last
week of the Rev. Paul O'conner, a
Catholic priest from Detroit who
was to appear on the telethon to
describe his battle with one of the
diseases MDA hopes to cure.
O'Conner flew to Las Vegas
Thursday and was hospitalized
later in the day after suffering breathing problems. He died Friday of
respiratory. complications from
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,
known as Lou Gehrig's disease
because it took the life of the
famed baseball player.
A film chronicling O'Conner's
bai,le with the disease was to be
shown 'in the telethon.
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Agenda...

After the first attempt at raising
the minimum wage fell to a presidential veto, Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., reintroduced the
very same measure.
It has been voted out of committee and awaits a full Senate vote,
but staff members say talks are
going on with the administration to
determine how it might be changed
on the floor in a compromise with
the White House.
Meanwhile, Rep. Austin J. Murphy, D-Pa., introduced a bill in the
House that would raise the minimum wage from $3.35 to $4.25 by
1991, the maximum amount acceptable to President Bush.
both parents actually work and pay
for outside child care.
Whether child care legislation
passes the House before it recesses
for the year sometime in November
is anyone's guess, but legislative
staffers believe if the House does
agree on a bill, it will be one that
will be acceptable to the Senate
and the White House.
The child care issue has been
kick*g around since -1971 when
President Nixon vetoed legislation
similar to that under consideration
now, calling it anti-family. Another
bill was considered by Congress in
1975, but never made it to the
president.
It remains at hot issue, with six
of 10 Americans surveyed this
summer in a Washington Post-ABC
News Poll saying they think the
federal government should provide
child-care assistance to low- and
middle-income families.
The main disagreement now is
between the House Education and
Labor Committee and Ways and
Means Committee.
Basically, the Ways and Means
But it does not contain a provision-demanded by the White House
that would allow employers to pay
new workers a less-than-minimum
wage for up to six months.
The issue of family leave has
gained the attention of Congress
and awaits debate on the floor of
both the House and the Senate. The
measures would require employers
to provide up to 10 weeks of
unpaid leave for family
emergencies.
Another measure that may sec its
way through Congress this session
is called the Americans with Disabilities Act.
This bill is considered the most
comprehensive civil rights measure
since the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
It would prohibit discrimination
against people with disabilities in
private sector employment, public
accommodations, transportation,
public
services
an4
telecommunications.
It expected to be on the Senate
floor soon with House action later
in the fall.
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These are the 30-day precipitation and temperature outlook maps,
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Cuban airliner crashes;
all 126 aboard are dead
MEXICO CITY (AP) — All 126
people aboard a Cuban jetliner
were killed when the Italy-bound
plane exploded shortly after takeoff
and crashed, raining flaming debris
on a Havana suburb, news agencies
reported.
The crash of the Soviet-made
plane during a thunderstorm Sunday evening also injured 63 people
on the ground, damaged 20 homes
and snapped power lines, blacking
out.
area around the airport,
news agencies said.
All but two of the 115 passengers on the chartered Cubana de
Aviacion jetliner were Italian tourists, said Cuba's official news
agency, Prensa Latina. A Cuban
official said the other two were
Cuban.
Prensa Latina, monitored in
Mexico City, quoted Cuban state
radio and television as saying there
were no survivors. It said Gen.
Rogelio Acevedo, Cuba's civil
aviation chief, named a commis-

Professors...
(Cont'd from page 1)
priority because teachers "are central to the university."
He is among those who say that
salaries will keep Kentucky universities from recruiting teachers.
Keeping teachers also is a widespread problem. According to a
recent survey of several Kentucky
universities by the Southern Regional Education Board:
—Murray State lost 19 faculty
members for salary-related reasons
last year.
—Morehead lost 20 teachers in
the last two years, most for salaryrelated reasons.
—The University of Louisville
has lost 47 faculty. members since
the beginning of the 1988 academic
year, most of them for salaryrelated reasons.
—The University of Kentucky
lost 66 teachers last year. Of those,
55 said the moves were for better
positions, which include salary,
promotions and other _factors.
State higher-education officials
warn that universities nationally
face an impending faculty shortage
in the next several years because
people are not going into academics to replace those who will be
retiring.
A modest salary increase was
only a small part of the reason that
Warren Corbin decided to leave
Northern Kentucky University.
Corbin, an education professor, is
now at South Carolina's Winthrop
College directing a statewide program to help people with other
degrees quickly become teachers.
Kentucky's state schools, he said,
have no such program.
Nor does Corbin think "there's
much of a future" for higher education in Kentucky.
"I just don't see any evidence
that the state is making the kind of
effort that needs to be made," he
said.

sion to instigat
e crash.
In Rome,-err talian Foreign
Ministry employee speaking
anonymously also also said it
appeared all the Italians died in the
crash but that the ministry could
not yet confirm it.
However, the Cuban ambassador
in Rome, Javier Ardizoncs, said
one Italian passenger had survived
and was in critical condition. In an
interview broadcast by the Italian
government RAI network, Ardizones said the two non-Italian passengers were Cuban.
Mexico's Excelsior news agency
said there was a heavy downpour
with thunder and lightning when
Flight 9046 took off for Milan, Italy,' with a scheduled refueling stop
in Cologne, West Germany.
The Soviet news agency Tass
said the four-engine Ilyushin 62
crashed a half mile from the runway and 20 houses were damaged.
Cuba's state-run television interrupted its regular programming to
show the plane engulfed in flames,
Excelsior reported, adding that that
area around Havana's Jose Marti
airport was plunged into darkness
for a time when the falling wreckage snapped power lines.
Cuban authorities had not
released a passenger list or disclosed any identities of victims by
early this morning.
The Mexican news agency
Notimex quoted Havana's Radio
Reloj as saying 63 people were
hospitalized with injuries when
pieces of the plane showered on
houses in a Havana suburb.
The Tass report, monitored in
London by the British Broadcasting
Co., said all approaches to the road
leading to the airport were blocked
off by traffic police. The report
said first aid vehicles and fire
engines were seen racing to the
airport.
Cuban Preident Fidel Castro
and other Senior officials went to
the scene of the accident soon after
the crash at 7 p.m., Prensa Latina
said.
Air traffic was temporarily suspended with planes being diverted
to the airport at Varadero, about 90
miles east of Havana, Excelsior
quoted Cuban broadcast reports as
saying.
The last accident at the Havana
airport occurred in 1985, involving
a Cubana de Aviation plane en
route to Managua, Nicaragua. The
40 people aboard were killed.
The crash was the second this
year of a charter carrying Italian
tourists. An Independent Air Corp.
Boeing 707 crashed in the Azores
in February while carrying 137 Italian vacationers and seven crew
members to the Dominican Republic. There were no survivors.
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Labor Day a time Excusing terrorism will be no easy task
to salute workers
By ELIZABETH DOLE
U.S. Secretary of Labor
"On Labor Day, Americans will again pause to thank working men and
women — and there is much to be thankful for, indeed," said Secretary of
Labor Elizabeth Dole.
In farms and factories, mills and shops, America was built by tke
hands, hearts, and minds of our working men and women. American
workers have fed the world, united our cities with highways, and forged
the free enterprise system which has made us the economic envy of the
world.
We can also be thankful that more Americans are working today than
every before. In the past seven years, we have created nearly 20 million
new jobs — two and one-half times the number of jobs created by the
next six largest industrial countries combined.
On this Labor Day, however, we must do more than celebrate the past
and the present — we must also look to the future. It's a future that provides us with an opportunity, together, to fulfill a long-awaited dream:
That every many and woman who wants a job, can have a job— if they
have the skills.
Between now and the year 2000, our working-age population will grow
more slowly than at any time since World War II. As a result, workers
will be in great demand. Many who have been at the end of the line —
women, minorities, and the disadvantaged and the disabled, will have
unprecedented opportunities for productive work.
In order to take advantage of this window of opportunity, we must
assure that new workers have the education and skills needed to do the
job. And the jobs created over the next 10 years will be more complex.
They will demand better reading, writing, and reasoning skills. Over half
the jobs will require education beyond high school.
By providing the skills today for the jobs of tomorrow, we will be able
to compete in a rapidly changing global market, and we will ensure that
America's economic recovery will continue. Moreover, by providing these
skills to our youth, we will also help to reduce the social ills of our time;
for the self-respect and independence that a job provides can go a long
way towards combatting teenage pregnancy, drug abuse, alcoholism,
crime, and those who are prone to drop out of school.
Teddy Roosevelt once said that "The best prize that life offers is the
chance to work hard at work worth doing." On this Labor Day, let us
dedicate ourselves to a future that will provide that chance to every
American.

Today In History

A man named Sarnir Khalil is
unhappy with columns I've written
recently about terrorism, Israel and
other related subjects.
Khalil, who runs the SKI insurance agency in Chicago, dropped
me a line that said: "Your column
is a pile of (obscenity). Your true
color has shown, racism, closemindedness and dumbness."
He's not alone in feeling that
way. A staggering number of people have written or phoned to call
me names, especially because of a
column I wrote that, in effect, supports Israel's right not to be
destroyed by its large, oil-rich,
heavily-armed neighbors.
In a way, I enjoy hearing from
them because it's educational. It
tells me how many people in this
country have deep streaks of antiSemitism and how many would
enjoy seeing Israel obliterated.
Quite a few, quite a few.
But I've also heard from others,
including a man named Matthew S.
Coyle, who lives in Wallingford,
Conn.
Unlike Mr._Khalil's letter, which
contained words that I'm not
allowed to print, Mr. Coyle's letter
was polite.
He said: "My daughter, Tricia,.
was a victim of the terrorist attack
against Pan Am 103. Now, and for
the rest of our lives, my wife,
Janice, and Tricia's sisters, Brenda
and Kris (Tricia's twin) and I are
victims — victims of inaction by

our government, no action by Pan
Am security and little action by our
'allies' in dealing with public
murderers."
He sent along a picture of the
late Patricia Mary Coyle, who was
21 and very pretty. And there was
an article about her, written by a
friend, telling how she overcame
the handicap of being deaf to
become an A student, a first-class
tennis player and make the National Honor Society.
I mention Mr. Khalil's letter, and
that of Mr. Coyle, because I'd like
to extend an invitation to Mr. Khalil and others who share his views.
If Khalil can overcome his need
to pepper a letter with obscenities,
I would like him to explain why it
was necessary for Patricia Coyle to
be murdered. And the other 258
passengers on that jet.
Miss Coyle was not involved in
the conflict between Israel, Palestinians and much of the Arab world.
She never wrote books offensive to
any ayatollahs. Why, she wasn't
even a U.S. Marine talking a
snooze in a barracks when a load

of explosives went off. She was
just a young tourist on an airplane.
So I'd like Mr. Khalil to tell, if
he can, by what twist of logic his
goals are served by Miss Coyle
being blown out of the air? What
has been accomplished by subjecting Miss Coyle's family to the lifelong agony of their loss?
It apparently bothered Mr. Khalil
that I advocated this country taking
tough military action against Iran,
Syria or any other country that supports terrorism.
One woman wrote: "I can't
believe that you would recommend
dropping bombs. Don't you realize
that innocent people could be
killed?"
Yes, I do relaize that innocent
people can be killed. I realize that
just as fully as those who blew up
-that plane realized that innocent
people would be killed.
To which some people will
answer; But two wrongs don't
make a right.
No, two wrongs don't make a
right. But that's something the person who commits the first wrong
should think about. If those who
hate Israel are going to wage war
on innocents like Miss Coyle, they
shouldn't whine about two wrongs
not making a right.
Israel is not a perfect ally. At
times her leaders canne infuriating
in their stubbornness. And there is
no way anyone can apologize for
or justify Israel's use of brutality.

Though George Bush's approval
was at record highs as he boats off
Kennebunkport, his first face-off in
the Near East found him a poor
second. A U.S. Marine was
lynched, then, as the U.S. Navy
sailed to the Lebanese coast and
Persian Gulf, and the world
watched, nothing happened.
Nothing. The fleet sailed away, and
the lasting memory of this latest
"hostage crisis" is of yet another
president anguishing in the Oval
Office over the plight of his countrymen. In the hearts of our enemies, where it matters, the Great
Satan was humiliated.
What emotions, one wonders, fill
the breasts of the world's Moslems,
a billion strong, as they watch the
West that dominated the globe at
the 20th century's open enter its
closing decade, negotiating for hostages with Shiite radicals who hate
and detest us.
For a millennium, the struggle
for mankind's destiny was between
Christianity and Islam; in the 21st
century, it may be so again. For, as
the Shiites humiliate us, their coreligionists are filling up the coun-

tries of the West.
In Great Britain, Moslems
(Pakistanis, Indians and Turks), at
2.52 million, are the third largest
faith, behind Anglicans (40 million) and Catholics (4.1 million). In
France, they number 2.5 million. In
Brussels, they make up a fourth of
the population, with some grade
schools not having a single Belgian
child. In West Germany, as Father
Paul Marx writes in "The Wanderer," Turkish doctors, to support
large Moslem families, work overtime aborting German women in a
country where the average couple
has but one child. At 60 million
now, West Germany's population
is expected to fall to 40 million in
the new century. Berlin alone has
300,0(X) Moslems. In the U.S.S.R.,
Moslems number 50 million, the
fastest-growing segment of the
population, while the average Russian woman has five abortions. In
Europe, only Poland, Ireland and
Malta now have growing populations; in cities like Berlin, Hamburg and Marseilles, the Moslem
quarters are virtually off limits
even to police.

LOOKING BACK
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So, Mr. Khalil, and otters like
you, take up your pen again. But
this time tell the Coyle family
(your fellow Americans, I presume,
or what are, you doing here?) why
Patricia Mary Coyle had to die in
her 21st year.
Explain, if you can, this form of
heroic warfare. Tell me, is it done
with chin up and shoulders back?
Somehow I doubt it.

Charles (The Hammer) Martel
the first Mohammedan
—iPatrick J. halted
advance preventing the crescent
closing over Christian EurBuchanan from
ope. Three centuries later, Crusader
kings were knocking at the gates of
Syndicated
Jerusalem. By the end of the 17th.
century, however, John Sobieski.
columnist
.
King of Poland, narrowly prevailed
over Islamic legions on the out"I-tow many Islamics are there in skirts of Vienna. No, Islam is again
the-United States?" Father Marx resurgent.
asks. "There are no exact figures,
As the Salman Rushdie episode
only estimates. The Los Angles demonstrates, the followers of, The
area has some 400,000...The Islam- Prophet, even in the West, have
ic Renaissance Center in Phoenix little use for the liberalism of-J.S.
estimates that there are between 6 Mill. "To the fundamentalist
and 7 million Islamics in the U.S., Muslim, ecumenism is anathema
including many blacks."
and dialogue is weakness, indifferWhile Moslem minorities prolif- ence and a betrayal of Allah," says
erate and prosper in Western
Monsignor Essef. "For Islam,,
societies that preach and practice there is only one revelation: the
freedorn‘and tolerance, in nations final word has been spoken in the
where Moslems are the majority, Qur'an, and Muhammad is the final
Christians find the profession of prophet."
their faith difficult, the preaching
This Moslem resurgence demonof the Gospel impossible.
strates anew ancient truths the
Monsignor John Essef, who
West, in its cockiness over the failspent years in the Levant, writes in ing Communist system, ignores;
"Our Sunday Visitor," "In every
Nothingis static in human affairs.
place where Islam has become a Either one's faith, the fountain of
majority — without,exception — it culture, the foundation of society.
has imposed Shari'a Law and sub- is growing; or it is in decline.
jects non-believers to live in that
Clearly, Islamis in the ascent in
Muslim state as second-class Africa, Asia and the Middle East.
citizens."
In the West, devout Moslems are
The horrific civil war in Sudan is
having children, while in our secuat root a war waged by the Moslem
lar societies. the philosophy of
north to impose Koranic law on the
Planned Parenthood takes hold, and
Christian and animist south. The the condom is king.
ethnic conflicts in Serbia and
A quarter century ago, James
Kosovo in Yugoslavia, in AzerbaiBurnham wrote that the ideology of
jan and Armenia in the Soviet liberalism, taken to its logical limUnion, are Islamic-Christian con- it, would lead directly to The Suiflicts. In Damascus, Hezbollah and
cide of the West. He meant that the
Amal, Syria and Iran agreed to Communist East, with its militancrush forever the once-dominant cy, and resolve, and military might.
Maronite Catholics of Lebanon, as
must one day triumph over a West
Pope John Paul 11 issued vain calls dedicated to "pluralism" with no
from Rome to end the carnage. The fighting faith.
Mujahedden victory in AfghanisWe may find in the coming centan, first ever over the Red Army, tury that Burnham was wrong, but
many prove as significant and har- the cultural conservative T.S. Eliot
binger of the new century. as was right, when the old Christian
Japan's defeat of the Tsar in 1905, gentleman wrote in "The Hollow
first ever by an Asian over a Euro- Men," that the West would end.
pean power, was of our own.
"Not with a bang but a whimperIs the ancient wheel turning - perhaps the whimper of a
again? At Tours, France, in 732, Moslem child in its cradle.
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And if we do spend billions on
aid to Israel, at least we have a
little to show for our money. At the
United Nations last year, the top 50
recipients of foreign aid from this
country voted with us 14 percent of
the time. The rest of their votes on
various issues went with the
Soviets.
Israel voted with us 90 percent
of the time. Considering that the
U.N. is a useless gathering of babblers, that might not be much, but
it's more than we're getting from
anyone else.

The global resurgence of Islam

Today is Monday, September 4, the 247th day of 1989. There are 118
days left in the year. This is Labor Day.
Today's highlight in history:
On September 4, 1888, George Eastman received a patent for his rollfilm camera, and registered his trademark: Kodak. The camera, which was
simple to operate, made amateur photography practical, and was promoted
with the slogan, "You press the button, we do the rest"
On this date:
In 1781, Los Angeles was founded by Spanish settlers. (Its original
name: El Pueblo de Nuestra Senora La Reina de Los Angeles de
Porciuncula.)
'
In 1882,4the Pearl Street electric power station — built by Thomas Edison — began operating in New York City.
In 1886, Apache Indians led by Geronimo surrendered to General Nelson Miles at Skeleton Canyon in Arizona.
In 1917, the American expeditionary force in France suffered its first
fatalities in World War I.
In 1948, Queen Wilhelmina abdicated the Dutch throne for health
reasons.
In 1951, in the first live, coast-to-coast television broadcast, President
Harry S. Truman spoke to the nation from the Japanese peace treaty conference in San Francisco. —
In 1957, Ford Motor Company began selling its ill-fated Edsel, which
proved so unpopular it was taken off the market in 1959.
In 1957, Arkansas Governor Orval Faubus called out the National
Guard to prevent nine black students from entering Central High School
in Little Rock.
In 1967, in a TV interview that apparently hurt his bid for the Republican presidential nomination', Michigan Governor George Romney said
he'd undergone a "brainwashing" by U.S. officials during a 1965 visit to
By JO BURKEEN
Vietnam.
Ten years ago
In 1969, the Food and Drug Administration issued a report calling birth
Calloway County Circuit Court were married Aug. 14 by the Rev.
control pills safe, despite a slight risk of fatal blood-clotting.disorders
will open Sept. 10 with Judge J.H.Thurman at his home.
linked to the pills.
Loretta Culver has returned from
James
M. Lassiter presiding. The
In 1971, an Alaska Airlines jet crashed in the mountains near Juneau,
a three weeks' vacation with Mr.
jury list has been released by
killing 111 people.
Frances Shea, Circuit Court Clerk. and Mrs.,Willie Jackson of MountIn 1972. Mark Spitz won a record seventh Olympic gold medal in the
A new daily feature of the Mur- verde, Fla.
400-meter relay at the summer Olympics in Munich, West Germany.
ray
Forty years ago
Ledger & Times will be "The
In 1987, a Soviet court convicted West German pilot Mathias Rust of
"George Hart is hard to beat as a
Aces" by Ira G. Corn Jr., on the
charges stemming from his daring flight to Moscow's Red Square, and
dinner speaker. Has his audience
game of contract bridge.
sentenced him to four years in a labor camp.(Rust was released August-3.
laughing or serious as he pleases,"
Births
reported
include
a
boy
to
1988.)
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Ray, Aug. 24, from column, "Seen & Heard
Ten years ago: Hurricane David continued its northward trek, slamming
Around Murray" by James C.
and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ron
the Atlantic coast near Savannah, Ga., and Charleston, S.C., with 90 mph
Williams.
McNutt,
Aug.
27.
winds.
Dr. Hugh M. McElrath of MurTeens in Service Program will be
Five years ago: Canada's Progressive Conservatives, led by Brian Mulray
was elected vice president of
Sept.
8
at
University
Church
of
roney, won a landslide victory in general elections over the Liberal Party
Kentucky
Baptist Encampment at a
Christ
and
on
the
Sherrill
Gargus
of Prime Minister John N. Turner.
meeting at Clear Creek Mountain
One year ago: Officials in Bangladesh reported that floods had inunSprings.
Twenty years ago
dated three-quarters of their impoverished nation, and had claimed at least
Mrs. J.M. Marshall presented a
Fire
destroyed
the
trailer
home
882 lives since June, when rivers began to rise during a monsoon.
program
on "Burma" at a meeting
of
the
Gene.
SCruggs
family on Rt.
Today's Birthdays: ABC Radio commentator Paul Harvey is 71. Actorof Woman's Society of Christian
1,
Murray.
on
Sept.
2.
comedian Howard Morris is 70. Cooking expert Craig Claiborne is 69.
Lt. Sammy S. Knight, a 1969 Service of Hazel Methodist
Actor Dick York is 61. Actress Mitzi Gaynor is 58. Actress Jennifer Salt
graduate
of Murray State Universi- Church.
is 45. Golfer Tom Watson is 40.
ty,
will
enter the University of
Thought for Today: "When work is a pleasure, life is a joy! When
Kentucky
College of Law in Lexwork is duty, life is slavery." — Maxim Gorky, Russian author
ington. He is one of 16 second
(1868-1936).
11119 Plc ".1sag\t Syml lea
lieutenants from the United States
— By The Associated Press
to participate in Army Judge Advocate General Excess Leave
Program.
•
Kathy Rowlett won singles and
doubles with Beverly Kidd of
Somerset in tennis tournament at
Memphis, Tenn.
WALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
Births reported include a girl to
DELANEY,
General Manager
TED
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rob Nance Jr.,
MARY ANN ORR, Advertising Manager
•
Aug. 24.
JANET WALKER. Classified Manager
1
DAVID STOM, Circulation Manager
Thirty years ago
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
Calloway County Board of EduTr Meow Ledier & Tema CUSPS JOB 700)
cation has moved its offices to a
The Murray Ledger & Times is published ever/ afternoon ekcept Sunday;.July 4, Christmas Day, New
building, owned by Nat Ryan
Years Day and Thankagiring Day by Murray Newspapers Inc , 1001 Whitnell Dr . Murray,Ky 42071
Hughes,
at the corner of South
Second Claes Postage Paid at Murray. Ky 43171
Sixth and Maple Streets.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by amen $4 50 per month. payable in advance By mail in
Sept. 5 is the last day to register
Calloway County and to Benton, Hardin, IMayfiehl, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky and Pans. Buchanan
to
be able to vote in the November
and %MeV, Tn , $54 00 per year By mad to other destinations 259 50 per year
To leech all depennents of the newspaper phone 751-1916.
General Election, according to CalThe Murray Lades & Times is a member of the Amon/tad Press, Kentucky Preis Association and
loway County Court Clerk Randall
Southern Newspaper Pubbehers Arionation
Patterson.
The Associated Prow is wiehisividy 'nutted to news originated by The Murray Ledger & Tunes
Donna K. Bucy and Don Smith
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But if any country has a lot to be
paranoid about, it's Israel. And
after more than 40 years of being'
threatened with extermination —
and fending off attacks — 1 find
her lapses in judgment more understandable than, say, a decision to
murder Miss Coyle.
Israel doesn't kill American
travelers. It doesn't videotape Marines dangling from a noose or force
American hostages to read pathetic
farewells to their wives.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation .Dept.
(="All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway and
adjoining Counties $54.00 per year.
El All other subscribers $59.50.
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Jo Burkeen, editor
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Community events listed
Monday, Sept. 4
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will honor Jimmy Bucy at its meeting at 7 p.m. at
lodge hall. All Masons and friends
are invited.
Bible Class (nondenominational)
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Tuesday, Sept. 5
Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'n Gals
V. III meet at 7 p.m. at Louie's
Steak House.
German Shepherd Dog Club is
scheduled to meet at 8 p.m. in
Annex of Calloway Public Library.
For information call 436-2858.
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Calloway County Genealogical
Society will meet at 4 p.m. in
'Annex of Calloway County Public
Library.

Tuesday, Sept. 5
United Methodist Women of
First United Methodist Church will
meet at 10:30 a.m. for program followed by a potluck salad luncheon
at church. The executive board will
meet at 9:30 a.m.

Tuesday, Sept. 5
Four-H/FFA Steer Show and
Sale will be at West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center with weiglaiin from 7:30 to
9:30 a.m., show af 10:45 a.m. and
sale at 6:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Mothers' Morning Out will be at
9 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.

Murray State University Racer
Volleyball Team will play Arkansas State at 5 p.m. and AlabamaBirmingham at 7, p.m. in Carr
Health Building.

Board of Murray -Calloway
County Need Line ,Church and
Cooperative Ministry, Inc., will
meet at 12 noon at Pagliai's.

Administration of GED test will
begin at 8 a.m. in Counseling and
Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State University.

Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have an Italian
meal and program at 6:30 p.m. at
club house.

Organizational meeting to register for open water, advanced open
water and rescue scuba diving classes at Murray State University will
be at 6 p.m. in g,00m S106 of Carr
Health Building.

Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a potluck
supper at 5 p.m. at club house.
Cancer Support Group will meet
at 3 p.m. in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

Electrical Contractors Association of Western Kentucky will
meet at 8 p.m. in University
Branch of Bank of Murray. For
information call 436-2143.

Tee 2B - Treasa Norsworthy,
Peggy Allgood and Martha Ryan;
Tee 2A - Sue Lamb, Florence
Hensley, Joan Honefanger and
Melva Hatcher;
Tee 3 - Vicki Oliver, Bobbie

Burks, Grace James and Kathryn
Outland;
Tee 4 - Doris Rose, Mary C.
Lamb, Sue Stone and Crystal
Parks;
Tee 5 - Irene Woods, Linda
Roach, Shirley Wade and Isabel
Parks:
Tee 6 - Sue Wells, Linda Oliver,
Mabel Rogers and Dottie Kraemer;
Tee 7 - Bronda Parker, Hazel
Beale, Laura Parker and Lee
Christenberry;
Tee 9 - Anita Gallimore, Irma
Tuck, Ada Sue Roberts and Mary
Alice Garner.
Golf play on Wednesday, Aug.
30, with Sue Lamb as hostess was
called because of lightning and
rain.

Murray ladies plan golf
Ladies' Day Golf at Murray
Country Club will be played Wednesday, Sept. 6, at 9 a.m.
Hostesses will be Sue Brown and
Jane Fitch. Those wishing to play
and not listed should come and be
paired at the tee.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee I - Toni Hopson, Betty
Stewart, Diane Villanova and Lula
Bingham;
Tee IA - Virginia Schwettman,
Billie Cohoon, Peggy Shoemaker
and fourth:
Tee 3 - Frances Hulse, Betty Jo
Purdom, Kerlene Sullivan and Tonja Fike;
Tee 4 - Venela Sexton, Inus Orr,
Evelyn Jones and Betty Lowry;
Tee 5 - Margaret Shuffett, Hazel

URRAY
MOVIES
Theatre;

Hill, Norma Frank and Rainey
Apperson;
Tee 6 - Cathryn Garrott, Madelyn Lamb, Sue Brown and Betty
Hinton;
Tee 8 - Nancy Haverstock,
Martha Sue Ryan, Louise Lamb
and LaVem Ryan;
Tee 9 - Frances Richey, Jane
Fitch, Martha Enix and Edith
Garrison.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, Aug. 30, have been released
by Carole Edwards and Della Miller, hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight - Venela
Sexton and Jerlene Sullivan, tied
for first, Inus Orr, low putts:
,First flight - Lula Bingham,
first, Evelyn Jones, second, Tonja
Fike, low putts;
Second flight - Rainey Apperson
and Margaret Shuffett, tied for
first, Virginia Schwettman, low
putts:
Third flight - Billie Cohoon,
first, Nancy Haverstock, second,
Betty Hinton, low putts;
Fourth flight - : LaVern Ryan,
first, Martha Enix, second. `

Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-Day Adventist
Church.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
in Southside Manor Recreational
Room.

Bus will do special trip Friday

Cancer group will meet Tuesday

Explorer Post will meet Tuesday

Health Express lists weekly stops
Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital will make stops
on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 5, 6 and 7. On Tuesday the
express will be at Wagon Wheel Cafe, Como, Tenn., from 9 to 11 a.m.
and at Security Bank, Cottage Grove, Tenn., from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. The
express will be at Chestnut Hills Shopping Center in Murray on Wednesday from 8 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 3 p.m. On Thursday the express will be
at Liberty Savings Bank at Symsonia from 9 to 11 a.m. and at State Parking Lot at Hardin from 1 to 3 p.m. Blood pressure, pulse, vision and
glaucoma screenings, and stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit will be
offered at each stop.

Murray Lodge will honor Bucy
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will honor Jimmy
Bucy at its meeting tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road. Bucy, as past master of the lodge, was
the contractor and drew up the plans for the construction of the lodge hall.
The lodge will honor Bucy with a dedication ceremony and plaque on
Monday evening. All Masons and friends of Bucy are invited to this special occasion, a lodge spokesman said.

Contractors will meet Tuesday
Electrical Contractors Association of Western Kentucky will
meet
Tuesday, Sept. 5, at 8 p.m. at the University Branch of the Bank
of Murray. Delmar Collier, coordinator, said officers will be elected and
projects
discussed. For more information call 436-2143.

Singles plan watermelon bust
The Singles Organizational Society will sponsor a watermelon bust at
Murray-Calloway County Park on Tuesday, Sept 5, at 7 p.m., with Joe as
host for this event. Persons are asked to note the change from the regular
meeting place at Chamber of Commerce building. All single adults are
invited and encouraged to join the group, and Married alumni are also
welcome to this special eveni All types of fun and games will be featured. This is a nonprofit, nondemoninational, apolitical support and
social group for all single adults whether always single, divorced or
separated. For more information call Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne at
753-0224.

1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
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Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city'
WELCOME
As
WAGON
Representative, it's my lob to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer;
By bringing you some useful
gilts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

*Stainless Steel Cookware
*French Brie
*Woks
*Balsomic Vinegar
*Tailgate Party Supplies
*Henckel's Cutlery
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Alvic studies at Rabun

DATEBOOK

Oaks' ladies plan events
Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
Sept 6, at the club.
Bridge with Corinne McNutt as
hostess will start play at 9:30 a.m.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
with Doris Rose as hostess. Any
one not listed in the line-up may
come and be paired at the tee.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee 1 - Debbie Shapla, Angie
Glisson, Sue Thweatt and Gina
Brandon;

Events at First Christian Church
will include Pastors Class at 3:10
p.m. and Handbell Choir at 5:30
P.m.

Hugh Hefner and
wife expecting child

Murray High School Varsity
Soccer team will play at Calloway
County High School at 5:30 p.m.
Auditions for "The Miss Firecracker Contest" will be at 7 p.m.
at Lakeland Parrish Center south of
Draffenville. For information call
1-354-8482.

Group II of Christian Women's
Fellowship of First Christian
Church will meet at 2 p.m. in parlor of church.

AA will meet at 8 p.m. at Ameri-, Senior citizens' activities will be
can Legion Building, South Sixth at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center; from
and Maple Streets.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
_
Philis Alvic is pictured on the steps of the Weaving Shed
The Singles Organizational Soci- at Ellis Center.
at The Hambidge Center in Rabun Gap, Ga.
ety will sponsor a watermelon bust
at 7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Park. For information call
Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne at
753-0224.
Philis Alvic has just returned
ginton, who had begun Foxfire, the
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Play- from
a month spent in the mounGroups of First Baptist Church boy founder Hugh
magazine of oral history in the
Hefner
and
his
tains of northern Georgia doing
Women will meet as follows: Dor- new wife,
Georgia mountains, while a resiKimberley Conrad, are research on her
project, Mary Hamothy with Bess Kerlick at 11 a.m.; expecting
dent at the Hambidge Center.
a child in April, a bidge, Weaver
Kathleen Jones with Hazel Tarry at spokesman
of Rabun.
says.
During the next month, Philis
Ms. Alvic is a weaver and writer
2 p.m.; Lottic Moon with Roberta
Hefner, 63, had hinted recently
Alvic willf-organize slides that she
who lives in Murray. She had accss
Ward at 7 p.m.; Bea Walker with that he and
his bride were going to to clothing that
took of the weaving and historic
Mary Hambidge
Reita Moody at 7:30 p.m.
have a child.
buildings at The Hambidge Center
wove for herself and to records of a
into a slide/tape presentation which
weaving business that employed
will be shown as a part of one-day
mountain women. The Rabun Sturesidencies in various area
dios were in existence at Rabun
libraries.
Gap, Ga., for over 25 years.
The parts of the program will
The Hambidge Center for Arts
Murray Transit Company will take a bus to Country Crossroads at and Sciences, also founded by iiclude a demonstratiofi of weavHardin on Friday, Sept. 8. This service is being made to give many senior
ing, and discussions of books on
Mary Hambidge, is today a place
citizens and other persons an opportunity for a monthly outing. The
where creative people in the arts crafts and the Southern Highlands
round-trip fare will be $2 per person. For reservations call the transit and sciences can come to work on and a theory developed by
Jay
office, 75309725.
Hambidge. which relates proporshort-termed projects.
At The Hambidge Center, in the tions found in nature to art. The
rear of the former Weaving Shed, project has been supported in part
Ms. Alvic analyzed research mater- by a grant from the Kentucky
Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, Sept. 5, at 3 p.m. in
private
ials that she had collected.
Humanities Council.
dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This will
be a group
During her stay, she talked with
Philis Alvic will present her
discussion on "What's On Your Mind?" For more information
call Nancy
a
number
of
people
program
who
had
, Mary Hambidge, Weaver
been
Rose, 753-5131.
involved with Mary Hambidge, of Rabun, at the Calloway County
including two weavers that had Public Library on Wednesday,
worked for her — a close personal Sept. 13, between the hours of 11
Medical Explorer Post 803 will hold its annual membership meeting on
friend of Mary Hambidge that had a.m. to 8 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 5, at 6:30 p.m. in education unit of Murray-Calloway
assumed the directorship of the
For more information contact the
County Hospital. This is for all students, 14 to 21, interested in health
Hambidge Center, and Eliot Wig- library at 753-2288,
careers.

Medical Explorer Post 803 will
meet at 6:30 p.m. in education unit
of Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.

GED Classes, taught by Marlene
Beach, will start at 6 p.m. in Room
112, Calloway County High
School, west entrance. For information call 753-5479 or 753-3033.

Tuesday, Sept. 5
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; CARE at 6:30 p.m.

of course

Bel-Air Center (Open 7 days a week) Murray
The Kitchen Store With A Whole Lot More."

ail

lircome
Hosurss Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostriss Ingsborg King 492-9348

By Abigail
Van Buren

Texas Town Reaches Out To
Spread Community Spirit
DEAR ABBY:Please help_us find
a community to honor with the Midland Community Spirit Award.
After the rescue of Jessica
McClure from an abandoned well,
the citizens of Midland,Texas, want
to recognize another community that
has worked together to accomplish a
goal.
So often our attention is focused
only on negatives. But as shown in
the rescue of Jessica, when people
work together, miraculous results.
are accomplished. We know there
must be many large and small victories occurring in communities every
day. We hope that by recognizing
-11R3ther community, we can share
the good will we have received and
encourage other communities to
tackle difficult problems they may
face.
We have asked President Bush to
present the Midland Community
Spirit Award at a White House ceremony next month.
Abby, please publish this, and
invite proud citizens to nomintite
their communities now. The deadline for nominations is Oct. 1, 1989.
For a simple nomination form, write
to: Community Spirit Award Nomination Form, P.O. Box 1152, Midland, Texas 79702-1152. Or phone
(915)685-7411 for applications.
CARROLL M. THOMAS, MAYOR,
MIDLAND,TEXAS

in line to donate blood. I'm sure
there are many other communities where citizens rose to the
occasion when tragedy struck.
Readers?
* * *

DEAR ABBY: It's been almost
nine months since my husband and
I got married, and here's my problem. Although my husband is busy
with school and a job, we agreed to
share the dutfofsending out thankyou notes for our wedding gifts.
I went through all our gifts and
made a list. I also addressed all the
envelopes. Theni did My half of the
notes, and my husband was supposed to do the other half— which he
told me he had done.
Well, yesterday I found most of
his half of the thank-you notes in a
box in our spare room. I couldn't
believe my eyes!
What should I do now? I know I
still need to send them out, but how
do I apologize for getting them out so
late? Everyone who hasn't received
a thank-you note yet must think we
are absolutely awful! Please help.
EMBARRASSED

DEAR EMBARRASSED:Judging from your husband's track
record,in order to avoid further
delay, you'd better write the
balance of the thank-you notes
DEAR MAYOR THOMAS: yourself.Although your
Here's your letter. Please send doesn't deserve to be husband
ed,
me a form; I would like to nomi- resist the temptation toprotect
"explain"
nate my own hometown — Sioux why your acknowledgme
City, Iowa — for its show of late. How disappointing nt is so
you
generosity, compassion and to learn that your husbanfor
d is not
teamwork when a United Air- only irresponsible,he's less
than
lines jet crashed in a Sioux City honest.
cornfield on July 19.
Doctors, nurses, paramedics
•••
and thousands of public-spirited
citizens rushed to the scene to
Abby's favorite recipes are going like
offer aid and comfort to the sur- hotrakes! Send your name and address.
vivors and their families. Res- plus check or money order for $8.5011114 in
Canada to: Abby's Cookbooklet,P.O. Boa
taurateurs brought food, hotels 447,
Mount
offered lodging,and people stood Included.) Morris, 111. 61084.(Postage is
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Monday, September 4, 1989
Labor Day was first observed 107
years ago in honor of those who
created our goods and services.
We join again in honoring those
workers who have helped build
our nation's economy.
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SPORTS•

Actions&
Reactions
U.S. Open Tennis
NEW YORK — Chris Evert postponed retirement and advanced to the quarterfinals of the U.S Open by defeating 15-year-old Monica Seles 6-0, 6-2 on Sunday
Her next opponent is fifth-seeded Zina Garrison, who beat Donna Faber 6-4, 7-6. If
Evert survives that match she would go against the winner of the quarterfinal
match between No 2 Martina Navratilova. who beat Regina Raichrtova 6-2.
6-0
and Manuela Maleeva, who beat Natalia Zvereva 6-2. 6-0
*Bons Becker struggled again in his bid for his first U.S Open title, losing the first
set before defeating Mikael Pernfors 5-7, 6-3, 6-2, 6-1. Becker will face Yannick
Noah — who beat Albert Mancini 6-3, 3-6, 6-7, 6-3, 6-3 — in the quarterfinals. Jay
Berger. the 11th seed, stopped unseeded Pete Sampras 7-5, 6-2, 6-1 He will play
14th-seed Aaron Krickstein — who beat qualifier Paul Haarhuis 6-2, 6-4, 7-5 — in
the quarterfinals

Golf
FRANKLIN, Nits — Greg Norman blew a four-stroke lead, then recovered with
three birdies on the final seven holerfor a three-shot victory in the $800,000 Greater Milwaukee Open on Sunday Norman was at 1 -over for the day before his late
surge carried him to a final-round 2-under-par 70 and a 72-hole score of 19-under
269 at the Tuckaway Country Club

Auto racing
DARLINGTON, S.C.. — Dale Earnhardt set a record pace in his Chevrolet to
capture the Southern 500 NASCAR stock car race at Darlington Raceway on Sunday Earnhardt led eight times for a total of 153 laps in the 367-lap event and
averaged a record 135.462 mph, breaking the race record of 134.033 mph set in
1983 by Cale Yarborough He finished with a 1 45-second victory over Mark
Martin

Baseball
NEW YORK — Pedro Guerrero of the St. Louis Cardinals and Tom Browning of
the Cincinnati Reds have been named National League Player and Picher of the
Month for August Guerrero batted .363, with six doubles, four home runs and 26
RBI in 30 games. Browning had a 6-0 record with a 1.70 ERA in six starts.
'The Cardinals, meanwhile, closed to within 1V: games of the Cubs in the National League East race when Leon Durham's game-winning sacrifice fly led the Cards
over Houston, 4-3. and the Cubs were defeated 8-5 by Atlanta.
The New York Mets lost to the San Francisco Giants 4-0 when Matt Williams hit
his 11th home run in 23 games; the Giants completed a three-game sweep of New
York and continued to pull away from Houston and San Diego in the NL West race.
The surging Padres are only a game behind Houston in third place after downing
Philadelphia 9-5. Montreal shut out Los Angeles 4-0 to leap over the Mets into third
place in the NL East race while Pittsburgh beat Cincinnati 3-1 in the only game
with no bearing on either divisional chase
.In the American League. the Texas Rangers gunned down five Kansas
City Royals — Kevin Seitzer, Frank White. Kurt Stillwell, George Brett and Mike Macfarlane
— by hitting them with pitches during the Royals' 13-2, brawl-interrupted
win
Sunday.
White and Brett left the game after being hit. Not to be outdone, Kansas City's
Mark Gubicza and Larry McWilliams each hit one Texas batter The seven hit batsmen tied an American League record.
The Royals won for the 16th time in 19 games and remained 2Y, games
behind
first-place Oakland in the American League West
Oakland. meanwhile, shut out Milwaukee 5-0, while the Yankees were dropping
the California Angels further back with a 5-2 win,
In the East Division race, Toronto, Baltimore and Boston all lost, with Minnesota
beating the Blue Jays 9-4 white the Chicago White Sox defeated the Orioles
4-2
and Seattle edged the Red Sox 3-2 Detroit pounded Cleveland 12-3.
•A Bartlett Giamatti's body was taken to a Hamden. Conn., funeral home late
Saturday and baseball announced Sunday that the funeral and burial will be closed
to the public. The memorial probably will be held at Yale University in New Haven,
Conn , according to school and baseball officials. They said the date of the memorial was still being discussed. Giamatti, who died at the age of 51 from a heart
attack last Friday, was president of Yale from 1978 to 1986. Giamatti continued to
be remembered at the nation's ballparks on Sunday Moments of silence are being
observed before all games through Monday and flags will be lowered to half staff
until further notice.
Fay Vincent, the deputy commissioner, on Saturday was named acting commissioner by baseball's executive council, which consists of the two league presidents
and seven owners.

Track and field
'RIETI, Italy — Abdi Bile of Somalia won the men's 1,500 meters in 3 minutes,
30 55 seconds — the best in the world this year and the fifth-fastest ever — at an
international meet Sunday Top American performances were Roger Kingodm
(13.23 in the 110 hurdles), Danny Everett (44.74 in the 400), Diane Dixon (51.57 in
the women's 400) and Larry Myricks (27-feet in the long jump).

Boxing
SAN ANTONIO — U.S. Olympic Festival champ Frank Pena of Aurora, Colo.,
was named 1989 Boxer of the Year by the USA Amateur Boxing Federation on
Saturday Pena was one of 10 individuals recognized by the USA-ABF. Others
included Larry Ramirez. Coach of the Year, Stan Hamilton, Official of the Year; Dr.
Bill Hatch, Physician of the Year, and Les Brown, Manager of the Year.
_

— Compiled From AP reports
No room for "Weekend Rewrite" today; the column will hopefully return in this space next Monday.

KIDS EAT

FREE!
Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.
Bel-Air Center
753-0440

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

Murray Ledger & Times

Field day for the field general
Proctor sets
new records
in Murray's
24-3 victory
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By DAVID RAMEY
Lodger & Times Asst. Sports Editor

MARTIN, TN. — Once again,
Michael Proctor was amazing.
Like a surgeon, Proctor sliced up
Tennessee-Martin, and, coupled
with a liberal but steadfast defense,
the Murray State Racers carved out
a 24-3 win at Martin Saturday
night to open the 1989 football
campaign.
Proctor directed the Racer attack
to 513 yards in total offense and 31
first downs. He threw for 346 yards
of the total with 27-of-37 passing,
including two touchdowns, and
rushed for 77 yards on 20 carries,
despite losing yards on sacks.
Early in the fourth quarter, he
broke the Ohio Valley Conference
career passing yardage mark (6,161
yards) previously held by Trenton
Lykes of Youngstown State, then
became the first OVC player ever
to throw for over 7,000 yards in a
career.
Also shattered was Larry Tillman's school record for career
completions, and the Racers' field
general moved past Phil Simms for
second place on the OVC career
completion list.
Proctor was exceptionally keen
in the first half, when he hit 16 of
18 attempts for 239 yards as the
Racers jumped out to a 17-1 halftime edge.
"The running backs and wide
receivers were catching every thing
I was throwing to them," Proctor
said. "I loved it, because last year I
tried to throw the ball downfield
and now I'm trying to look for my
backs."
He tailed off in the second half,
partly because of several dropped
passes.
"I don't know how many passes
we dropped,"- Racer coach Mike
Mahoney said. "That's the disappointing thing. We dropped too
many passes and we fumbled on
tremendous 'touchdown' drives."
The Racers fumbled three times,
each inside the Pacer 20-yard line,
and even Proctor's moment of
glory was smudged by a fumble on
his record-setting completion.
After UT-Martin came out wearing orange uniforms for the first
time in 10 years, the Pacers took
the ball and moved to the Racers'
44 before punting. The punt sailed
over James Huff's head and was
downed on the Racer I.
Proctor then engineered a
12-play, 99-yard touchdown drive,
thanks in part to a 44-yard completion to Huff on thVd-and-8 from
the Racer three and also due to a
15-yard roughing penalty on UTM.
Proctor kept the drive going with a
15-yard run, hit Huff for a gain of
15, then went to Glen Arterburn for
a ten-yard pick-up to the UTM two.
A play later, Patrick White, a
JUCO-transfer running back,
scored from one yard out with 7:14
left in the first quarter, and Greg
Duncan's extra point kick gave
MSU a 7-0 lead. .
UTM's only score of the night
came on their next possesion, as
the passing of Smackey Brown set
up a 37-yard field goal by Ki Tok
Chu with 3:07 left in the- first
quarter.
Early in the second quarter,
MSU picked the ball up on the
Racer 32, and through the running
of the wishbone attack, gained to
the UTM 44.
Proctor hit Randy Taylor on a
quick crossing pattern for 10 yards,
following that by running a playaction pass off the wishbone and
hitting Taylor for a touchdown, as
the Fulton, Ky. native hauled the
-pass in on a nice over-the-shoulder
grab. Duncan's kick gave MSU a
14-3 lead.
MSU drove down to the Martin
4 on their next possession, thanks
to a 25-yard pass to White and a
10-yard connection to Frank Thigpen. The drive stalled, however,
and the Racers were forced to settle
for a Duncan field goal to up their
advantage to 17-3 with 4:49 left in
the half.
An interception by linebacker
Danny Amato off Todd Harding's
tip gave MSU one more scoring
opportunity in the half, but, foreshadowing their third quarter problems, a fumbled pitch on the Martin 17 cost the Racers another possible score.
On their second possession of
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MSU quarterback Michael Proctor was on target throughout Saturday night's
24-3 win over UTM, including this pass (top photo) which James Huff (bottom) made a diving catch
of for the Racers' final
touchdown.
Staff photos by Daniel T. Parker
the second half, the Racers used over a month, as they stumbled out
Murray now turns their attention
the wishbone ground game to drive of the gate to an 0-5 mark before
to Western Kentucky, who downed
to the UTM 17, but a fumble by winning four of their last five
Illinois State 17-12 to give Jack
Michael Davis snuffed out the games to finish 4-6 in only their
Harbaugh his first win as Hilltopscoring chance.
second losing season in 10 years. per coach.
After MSU forced a Pacer punt,
"Yeah, this is nice after losing to
Even as they savored the win
the Racers drove to the Martin 34, them last year, and opening up on over UTM, the Hilltoppers were
buoyed by two Proctor completions the road," Mahoney said." I think
already a subject on Racer minds.
to Conrad Reynolds. The drive it's nice. As a matter of fact, I
"This feels so much better,"
stalled there, and Duncan's 5I-yard think it's real nice."
Amato said. "But it's not where it
field goal attempt fell short.
"We wanted to show them that ends. Everyone is thinking about
Early in the fourth quarter, MSU there is no way that they should be
Western."
put the ball on the Martin 19 able to play with us ever," Proctor
Murray will host the 'Toppers
before Thigpen coughed up the ball said. "We gave them a game last next Saturday in a 7:30 p.m. conon the Pacer four-yard line — after year, and we were not going to do test, the Racers' only home night
catching the pass which gave Proc- it again this year."
game of the year.
tor the career OVC yardage record.
The Racers finally put the game
out of reach. with 3:58 left in the
game, when Proctor capped an
eight-play, 50-yard scoring drive
'New Office.
by hitting Huff for a seven-yard
same good neighbor,"
TD pass.
"I don't know how many more
305 N. 12th
we could have scored," Mahoney
Like a rod neighbor,
(Next To
cringed. "We killed ourselves with
State arm Is there
Century 21)
mistakes and penalties. It was kind
Jane
Rogers
of sloppy, but it was a win, and
State Farm Insurance Compame,
I'm very pleased to have a win."
753-9627
kfome 011.os Bloomngton, IN.nors
The Pacers also moved the ball,
gaining 292 yards, but Mahoney
Murray State .
7 10 0 7-24
rili) Art Int
27-37-1 21-52-2
Tenn -Martin
3 0 0 0-03
Plants
3-104 7-276
said the Racers decided to give up
Fumbles lost
3-3
3-1
MS—White 1 run (Duncan kick)
the short flat passes instead of
Pena/ties Yards
10-82
10-87
UTM—fG
Chu
37
Time
of
Possession
38:10
21:50
allowing UTM the chance to throw
MS—Taylor 34 pass from Proctor (Dunlong.
• • •
can kick)
MS—FG Duncan 26
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
"We were giving them the short
MS—Huff 7 paso-korn Proctor (Duncan
RUSHING—Murray St. Proctor 20-77,
kick)
Davis 13 43 Tenn -Martin, Mitchell, 13-48
pass," Amato said. "We didn't figPASSING—Murray Si., Proctor,
A-7.200.
ure they could beat us on a four37-27-1-346 Tann -Martin, Brown
• ••
yard gain. We worried about giving
47-22-2-225.
MS
UTM
First downs
RECEIVING—Murray Si., Hutt 7-110
31
17
up the big play like we did last
Thigpen, 6-55, Depp, 3-43 Tenn.-Manin
Rushes yards
411-187 16-060
Passing
Men,
year."
8-51, Pope, 5-50, Wright, 3-41, Tim
346
232
Return Yards
nor, 3-44
26
00
It was a sweet win for the Division I-AA Racers, who dropped a
32-24 decision to the Division II
Pacers in Murray on opening night
in 1988.
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21)
753-9627
MSU didn't shake that loss for
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Wintry Ledger & Times

Program year complete for
Ky. Farmworkers Programs
As of the end of June, 1989 Kentucky Farmworker Programs, Inc.
successfully completed the program year. The program provided
supportive and manpower services
besides special drought relief assistance to farmers and seasonal farmworkers who met the required
guidelines. All those who qualified
were financially in need of help.
The program received its funding
from the Department of Labor
under the Jobs Training Partnership
Act.
During the program year, 1,360
applicants were enrolled and
received services. Of these 112
were placed in a local state vocational school and received training
in a high demand job skill. Another
384 participants were placed in OnThe-Job training with local
employers. Of the youth, aged 18
through 21, 101 persons were
placed in Try-Out-Employment
with local agencies and employers.
With the help of these manpower
services provided and the special
training received, 464 participants
were placed into unsubsidized
employment. Many of those
enrolled also received special help
through Drought Relief Assistance
provided this past year by
Congress.
Several workers were recognized
for their outstanding job performance and received special awards
for the achievements. Among the
Regional Specialists, those receiving special recognition were Judye

Since 1985, underproduction has
caused a 6.4 percent drop in burley
exports, Snell said.
Some industry observers say that
continuous underproduction of
quota is eroding the U.S. reputation
as a reliable source of burley
tobacco. As a result of underproduction, many foreign buyers are
being forced to turn to other major
burley suppliers, such as Malawi
and Brazil, Snell said.
Why is there underproduction?
Snell said several factors may
cause underproduction.
Growing urbanization in some
counties mean that there are fewer
farms, farmers and farm laborers to
grow the quota. In some counties,
quotas held by some landowners
are so small that they don't bother
trying to lease their quota out.
Finally, he said, variability in
yields may be responsible for
underproduction in some localitites
in some years, although underplanting explains more of the variance in production.

Beefalo Field Day will be
held in Mayfield, Sept.9
There will be a Beefalo Field
Day on Saturday, Sept. 9 'n Mayfield from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 3eefalo will be on display as well as the
most interesting and one of the
largest bison ancestry herds in
Kentucky.
Speakers will discuss the low
fat, low cholesterol, high protein
meat for health and special diets.
Residents can learn about the beefalo meat market and how to raise

Aleshia Griffin, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Griffin of
Route 2
Murray, was selected as Member of the Month for July by the
Calloway County Chapter of Future Farmers of America.
Aleshia was
selected as a result of winning first place in the State FFA Quiz
contest held in June at Hardinsbutg.

During the program year, Region
I which serves those in Graves and
the surrounding counties enrolled
200 persons who qualified. Of
these 28 received training in the
state vocational schools in the area,
64 received On-The-Job training
from local employers and 16 youth
received Try-Out Employment. A
total of 75 were placed in unsubsidized employment after receiving
the manpower services provided.
Supportive services including
emergency assistance and drought
relief assistance were also provided
to as many participants as possible.

Low burley production costs
economy millions of dollars
This year's burley production is
expected to be more than 100 million pounds shy of the 671 million
pounds that can be legally marketed. That shortfall means millions
of dollars lost, according to a University of Kentucky Extension
tobacco marketing specialist.
"Underproduction this year will
mean more than $165 million less
in sales for local and regional economies in the burley belt," said
Will Snell, an economist at University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
Snell said that the real cost of
underproduction is far above the
$165 million mark.
"Farmers buy all manner of
goods and services to grow their
crop. They hire people to help
harvest the tobacco. Each step
means more money in the local and
regional economy. Underproduction means less of all these economic stimulators," Snell said.
In addition, underproduction of
burley cost the U.S. economy.
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Morris in Mayfield, Sue Meredith
in Bowling Green and Mary Hadley in Columbia. Among the field
representatives, those recognized
were Becky Bone (Carlisle and
Ballard Counties), Rita Shelton
(Calloway and Fulton Counties),
Faye Edwards (Han and Barren),
Sandra Brans (Pulaski County),
Fran Hunt (Taylor and Green
Counties), Brenda Kuchar (Marion
and Boyle Counties), Lilly Massengale (Wayne County), Betty Sapp
(Russell County), Mary Faye
Stockton (Cumberland, Clinton,
and Edmonson Counties), and
Kathy Kelley (Ohio and Daviess
Counties). Vickie Hill was recognized for her outstanding job performance as an Intake Specialist in
Bowling Green. Joana Gregory
received a ten year plaque as a
field representative in Crittenden
County.

beefalo and sell it at a premim
price. Beefalo burgers will also be
for sale. Free prizes will be given,
including beefalo meal
Those wanting to attend should
take Hwy. 80 west of Mayfield,
turn south on Hwy. 384 and follow
signs to the George Knight Farm.
For more information, call herdsman Tim Waggoner at (502)
376-5638.

The Calloway County Chapter of FFA recently participa
ted in a
tock Judging Clinic sponsored by the Department of Agricultulivesre at
Murray State University. This activity was designed to train
individuals in the evaluation and selection of beef, swine and/or
dairy.
tured are: left to right: James Wood, Jody Canter, Tripp Tibbets, Picand
James Gilbert, Advisor, Dr. Walt Tibbetts, MSU Animal Science
Professor. The department of Agriculture at Murray State
offers program leading to baccalaureate degrees in Agricultural Science,
Animal
Science, Animal Health Technology, Equine Science, Agronom
y, Agricultural Education, Agricultural Machanization, Agricultu
ral Communications, Horticulture, and Agribusiness Economics.

FmHA moves away from past
as 'grant agency'
Yeutter
been made to change FrnHA and to
toughen its lending practices, only
to be thwarted by legal action filed
by farmers or their advocates, or by
Congress.
"If we have to change legislation in this area in order to do a
more effective and skillful job of
"We've just got to reform that managing (FmHA), we'll make
program, take it out of the status of legislative proposals to have that
what it's really become — a grant happen," Yeutter told a television
agency — and move it back to news conference. "If we can
do it
being a credit institution once administratively ... we'll do it that
again," Yeutter said Thursday.
way."
Yeutter's comments came as
For years, the FmHA has been
thousands of delinquent FmHA embroiled in controversial attempts
borrowers begin getting notices to collect long-overdue farm
loans.
that they had better start settling
New proceduresqo help protect the
accounts or face the possibility of interests of farmers and
to enable
foreclosure.
the agency to proceed with its colThe FmHA has its roots in the lections were included by Congress
Great Depression of the 1930s and
in the Agricultural Credit Act of
is often called the government's 1987.
farm lender of last resort. To be
The latest move involves FmHA
eligible, farmers must be unable to sending out a new batch of collecget regular loans from banks or
tion notices to borrowers who failother commercial institutions.
ed to make their scheduled payments tfy the first of this year.
Yeutter said the Agriculture
Department agency has "made bilThe total owed FmHA by all
delinquent borrowers is about $8.7
lions of dollars of questionable
loans over the last decade or so, billion, although there is no breakmany of which are in default down showing how much the 1989
notices involve, said agency
today."
spokesman Marlyn Aycock.
But he noted that attempts have
The FmHA's county offices
were told to mail-out the collection
notices by Aug. 25 so delinquent
borrowers could have them by
Sept. 1, Aycock said.
copy should send $1.25 with their The
county offices were sent
name and address to PO Box 91369,
lists
of
delinquents totaling 13217
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369 Be sure to
borrowers as of Aug. 1 and were
mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT- My husband ac- instructed to delete names of those
cidentally shot himself in the abdo- who had settled their accounts.
Aycock said those deletions
men 32 years ago I'm afraid that
some day the bullet will dislodge and could reduce the list to between
do more damage.
11,000 and 12,000 names by the
DEAR READER Foreign objects, time they were mailed out last
such as bullets, can change position in week.
the body and, sometimes, cause prob"But we won't get an actual
lems, such as bleeding or perforations. However, a doctor can investi- count until farther down the road," 1
gate such a possibility by using X- he said.
The list of 'delinquencies has
rays or ultrasound examinations.
Share your concerns with your hus- shrupk dramatically since Jan. 1
band's physician. If follow-up is nec- when it was more than 30,000 boressary, the doctor can advise you rowers, he said.
By 'July 3 it was
what symptoms to watch for and
down to 15,704 names, and the
which tests would be necessary.
Aug. 1 count dropped to 13,217 —
0 ISIS NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
the basic list sent to county offices.
Borrowers will have 45 days
DR. GOTT
from receipt of the notices to return
forms to FmHA describing how
they want to settle their overdue
accounts. The 1987 law requires
PETER
the agency to tell farmers they have
GOTT, M D certain options, including reamortization or rescheduling, payment
deferral, reduced interest rates and,
in some cases, debt forgiveness.
WASHINGTON (AP)
Agriculture Secretary Clayton Yeutter
says the Farmers Home Administration faces a more businesslike
future than its past as a "grant
agency" churning out money for
hard-up farmers.

DRUG LABELS
Many livestock growers administer their own medications, mixing
them on their farms and effectively
using them for a number of
reasons.
It's a good idea to read the label,
however, for the very simple reason that no matter how many times
you've used the product before and
how well you may have learned the
rules, more and more frequently
medications are being improved
and changed and there may be no
warning that the product has been
modified — the assumption is that
the user will read the label, if only
to determine if there have been
Modifications.
Generally, tables will provide
four categories of information
important to livestock producers:
contents, directions, indications
and warnings. All contain essetnial
information, and information in
any or all categories may be
changed without warning and without any notice that the information
has changed.
It's a good idea to read the directions. Here's what you can generally expect.
The section marked CONTENTS
will identify the product's active
ingredient as well as its strength or
concentration. The concentration is
especially important to know when
the product is mixed with feed or
water, and knowing the active
ingredient is helpful in preventing
double dosing, which can be
extremely important if the lmits of
allowable residue are regulated by
law and you cannot exceed a certain level.
Dosage instructions are clearly
spelled out in the section marked
DIRECTIONS. This can be especially important if *feeding schedules, onset of symptoms and other
time-sensitive factors will influence the efficiency of the drug.
This part of the label also tells
how to prepare the drug for use.
This may include instructions to
shake the product or to warm it, to
dilute it with water or with feed, to
use as it is or whatever. Special

gerated in a youngster.
Third, I am uncomfortable with the
DEAR DR. GOTT: Several months philosophy that states there is a pill
ago, my 10-year-old was prescribed for every ailment. This is not the kind
dicyclomine to be taken three to four of message I want to give. to young
times daily for constant stomach- people, who are basically healthy and.
aches. X-rays have been negative. in my opinion, need to be encouraged
Her doctor tells me I'm stressing her to avoid taking substances that are
and causing her Intestines to have not absolutely necessary for good
spasms. Can you explain the medica- health.
tion and his reasoning?
Fourth, if your daughter's problem
DEAR READER: Dicyclomine resultkfrom her, interaction with you,
(Benty1) is an anti-spasmodic drug her mother — and I'm not at all sure
used to treat irritable-bowel syn- it does — I think this interaction
drome. This affliction is attributed to ought to be addressed. It seems to me
excessive nervoushess and stress, re- the doctor has identified your relasulting in chronic diarrhea, bloating tions with your child as a problem. but
k and gas. Your daughter's doctor evi- has chosen to virtually ignore them,
Adently believed that the emotional preferring instead to push pills as an
'pressure you are putting on your child antidote for her symptoms.
Is contributing to bowel spasm. To
I suggest you ask for a referral to a
counteract the spasm, the physician gastroenterologist. Such a specialist
prescribed an anti-spasmodic.
will examine your daughter, review
I don't agree with this approach. her tests and advise you whether dicyFirst of all, dicyclomine has many clomine is appropriate therapy for
side effects, including nervousness, her. Also, you might consider going
drowsiness, dizziness, dry mouth, with your daughter to a family counheadache, nausea, insomnia, blurred selor to see if, in fact, you may be convision and allergic reactions. There- tributing to the problem Td be interfore, like any medicine, its use should ested in the outcome, let me know
be carefully monitored and its risk- what happens
/benefit ratio clearly understood.
To give you more information, I am
Second, I would hesitate giving this sending you a free copy of my Health
medicine to a child because these po- Report Mental and Emotional IIItential dangers are likely to be exag- ness." Other readers who would like a

storage instructions — such as
"Keep from freezing" or "Do not
store in temperatures in excess of
100 degrees" are usually included
here, as are the dosage schedules,
the mixing instructions and the
withdrawal times if the drug must
be withdrawn before marketing the
animal.
The section marked INDICATIONS describes what disease the
drug is effective against and in
what species it can be used. An
example might be "Effective in the
control of fleas on dogs. Do not
use on cats."
WARNINGS AND CAUTIONS
should always be read and heeded.
Super-important warnings may bc
highlighted with bold double
arrows, but not always. Yet, here
are the warnings and cautions that
may prevent making a bad health
problem even worse. For example,
products containing cortisone will
usually be marked "Do not use
where infection is present, since
this product may allow for infection to spread."
This part of the label also provides informatim about storage
and shelf life of the product.
The theory is that this information is written in language that is
easily understood by the layman.
However, this may not always be
the case.
Therefore, if there is any doubt
at all about your understanding of
the instruction, it's best to call your
veterinarian or a diagnostic laboratory or the manufacturer. The same
thing is true of signs and symptoms
and proper diagnosis — if there's
any doubt at all, ask someone who
is Noge expert than you. That's
what your ueterinarian would do.
Not all ,diseases can be treated
by the animal's owner. Some drugs
require special methods of handling
or administration.. However, there
are many instance when the Owner
can treat his animals himself, under
the guidance , of his veterinarian
without requiring the veterinarian
to be present for each treatment. It
is always a good idea to contact
your veterinarian for adivce prior
to beginning treatment.

Soybean price drop aided decline
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
sorghum prices were down but the
sharp drop in soybean prices average barley price was up."
helped trigger a 1.4 percent decline
Wheat prices moved up after
in the prices farmers got for raw four months of small declines.
products last month, says the Agri- Hogs and beef cattle were up from
culture Department.
July, but calf prices were down
Overall, commodity prices at the slightly.
farm level averaged the same as
Agriculture Secretary Clayton
they did in August 1988.
Yeutter said earlier Thursday that
The department's Agricultural he expects 1989 will be "a good
Statistics Board said Thursday in year" for farmers, although there is
its preliminary report that lower "a mixed situation across the counprices for soybeans, corn, lettuce try" because of drought and other
and potatoes were mostly responsi- weather problems.
ble for the decrease from the July
"I would guess net cash income
average.
(nationally) would be slightly
Higher prices for cattle, apples, below 1988, but not very much
eggs and grapefruit partly offset below," he said. Crop production
the decline for the other generally has rebounded from last
commodities.
Oilseeds, which include soy- year's drought-reduced yields and
beans, and feed grain prices exports are up.
"Overall, I'd say farmers feel a
showed the greatest month-tomonth decline, while meat animals lot better," Yeutter said.
Based on the preliminary figures,
and milk had the largest increases.
"A 90-cents-per-bushel decline the price index for livestock and
in the price of soybeans from July livestock products as a group
to August was the largest month- increased 1.6 percent from July to
to-month decline since June-July August and averaged 5.3 percent
1984," the report said. "Corn and more than the year-earlier level.

Evaluating anti-spasmodic drugs
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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See

HUTSON AG. SERVICE
for all your

SMALL SEED NEEDS
Such as:
Kentucky 31 Fescue & Ladino Clover

SEPTEMBER - Is the time to
fertilize those sowdown acres.
Just see your Friends at

0
z

HUTS
ON498-814
AG 2SERVICE
753-1933
Murray

\41/

b1)0#44141/11(1111

Hazel

753-6414
Wiswell

0,111411171dim‘x.d))40.4

NOTICE OF usarso STAMM
MARSHAL'S SALE Sy vomit.(J• to and Order of Sale dead hely 26,
1919, deemed to me and mewed Irons the
office of the Oert of the Used Slams
No age limit to apply
Deana COWI for the Women Dula an to
If your present policy
Kmusi.lty, at Pa:Staub, at the action at
Undo! States of America. PlaintsfL
IS over 10 years old, it
liernan bats tri Stalls and Brenda krfas
may not cover some
Stalls, Defendants, Civil Acem No
of the newer treatC119-0036.PO ), on October 4, 1949, at
ments such as cheIf. hour of 1 10 p.m. a clack, at the
Calloway Cobalt., Courthouse dor ,
motherapy. For tree
Murray, Kentoriky, I grill sell to if.
information call
Mehra and bear bider the fallow Ina
real imam: Semi Lot No 7 to Black 4 ILI
Plionvow Acres SlibdIVIS1011, Ung 1, to
the town of Murray. KY ea shown by
Plea Book 2, Page 3 to the office of tin
Clot of Calloway County Coon Te
iree local claim serviceabove and foregoing delno a bed property
is sold mobect to de retro Lions o at
PASSPORTS Instant
forth to the ofTics of the Clerk of if.
Calloway Comity Court to Plat Book 2,
passports available at AlliPest 4, and such Mal1.3101111 as epecifl
son Photography.
e/ly refuted to in this nonevent and
753-8809
incorpormed hem as if same were
vrrinen us full Being If. sate and,
"rive r-4 to Grantors hereby deed hen
Floyd Gatlend dated March 9,1982 arid
recorded IP Book 163 Card 143, and by
deed front Ruth Garland dared fernier,
29, 1982 and recorded in Book /63,
Card 144. records of thin Calloway
County Court Clerk's otTice The above
described real estate o being sold to
satisfy • Ion at the amount ol
334.998 34, plus accrued intermt in If.
onount of S661.35, as of I one 13,1989,
check
Please
plus eddittonal interest accruing at the
daily ram of 31.3184 from Eire 13,
the first insertion
1989. until date ofJudgment and mime.
ofeach ofyour ads
thereafter on said Judgment at the rat 01
8 16 percent per annum, until paid, piva
for errors. Report
costs, disbursements and expermes
all errors to the
TERMS OF SALE The real elate will
be sold to the higen oral best bidder at
Classified Adver
the plane and orne above mentiored fee
rising Department
cash or upon • cluld of 60 days, with
15% of said purchase price being in curl
as soon as possion the data of sale and • bond for the
ble so that we may
balance of saki purcham ptiot sell be
es«uted by the potholer with .it-make the neces
proved suety. made mystic to the
changes
sary
United Stares Marshal for the Western
District of Kentucky The purchaser of
promptly.
The
said real estate is given the right to pay
Murray Ledger &
at full the amount of the porches bond
and tin unermt campueed at the rate at
Times will be re8 16 mem per annum that has a•clud•
sponsible for erhorn the date of vale to the data of full
payment to the United Suites Marshal
rors in the first
The teal estate shell be sold free and
insertion only.
clear of any and all liens and encurn
Stances, except far any state, county,
city in school ad valorem tames which
may be due and payable or useseed
against said property at the tune of male,
and shall be sold free and clear of any
right or equity or redemption_ The nghis
SUMMER Clearance!
of all parties shall attach to the proceeda
of the tale of the teal property et the
Country Jean's, 94 East,
we manner and with Me same effect as
759-1062 Open Friday
they attach to the property prior to the
4-6p.m , Saturday
sae Wilma L K mg for RALPH L.
10a m -4 m and by apBOLING, UNTIED STATES MARSRAL, Western Dinner of Kentucky,
pointment Layaway
2.104 CS.Courthome Balding. Louiswelcome
ville, ICI:mucky 40202

CANCER
INSURANCE

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Excellent condition
Bundy B° Trumpet.
$250.00. Call 7533901 after 5 p.m.

Lease For Less At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1989 Beretta $221 mo •
Cali Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License.
48 Mo. Closed End Lease
GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St Murray

OKAY, C4MPER5, ITS
TIPAE TO EXERCISE!
LETS START WITH
SOME LECr LIFTS-.
READY, EGIN!

Jerry's Custom
Kitchen Cabinets
is taking applicauons
for millwork, finishing
& installation

Apply In person.
POSITIONS available- Tax
preparers needed Personl
needed to prepare incornt
tax returns No experience
neccessary, we WO train
Call 437-4531 or 753-9204

LMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Now accepting applications for Dietary Aids. Starting
salary $3.50 full or
part time. Apply in
person

LOCAL Vending Routes
For sale, cheap $300-5500
week potential Call John
1-800 476 0369

TANNING bed $600,
Yamaha stereo receiver remote control. Technics cassette deck and turntable,
Bose speakers $500 for
all Also Ken Holland prints
759-1751
TRAILERS For Sale 4x8.
5x8, 5x10, 6x16. Keith's
Lawn & Tractor, Industrial
Rd. 759-9831.

West View
Nursing Home

TRAILER. Utility,
9'h Lx4A Wx5H, enclosed
box, double rear doors, tilt,
13' tires, built to store and
haul four-wheeler, $625
753-3259

401 S. 16 St.

•PRE-HOUDAY INCOME'
Earn $2004500 weekly
mailing novelty gift items
For more information send
stamped envelope to
DMM-IV, P0. Box 2297,
Miami, FL 33261.

-SECRETARY

EMBER Hearth fireplace
insert After 5 30p.m
436 5810

MINIA1
pies /
Now t
male ar
1 male
Out of
Call aft

RANDY Thornton Co. Inc
Heating and air condwon
irig for commercial or resi
donna! Factory authorized
Trope and Carrier dealer
Factory- trained servicemen, six radio- dispatched
service trucks. 24 hour
emergency service
753-8181 Locally owned
and operated Serving Murray and Calloway County
for over 52 years

GENERAL Maintenance
-EXECUTIVE SEC
AMBITIOUS, hard-working
Worker 21 or over No drug
-WORD PROCESSOR
person to work in automoor alcohol users need
irOME STUDY nEs. 7 RAINING
RUBBER Truck Bed Mats
tive frame repair shop
apply Wages negotiable
•FiNANCIAL A10 AVAIL.
Available at Key Auto
Must be dependable and
Pier 68, Aurora, Ky
PLACEMENT ASSIST
Parts, 753-5500
have some mechanical
INSTANT CASH' Earn
background Pay based on PROFESSIONAL Truck
expereince Telephone Dnvers: Over the road ex- $200-$500 weekly mailing
OFFICE or Store Space At
753-8533
perience necessary, home novelty gift items. For more
Southside Shopping Ceninformation send stamped
weekends, excellent pay
ter 753-9386 or 753-4509
AUTO Mechanics. QualiRENT to own Whirtpoo
envelope to DMM-IV, P 0.
fied technicians needed at Send typed or hand-written Box 2297, Miami, FL
heavyduty
washer/
drye
once to work in growing resume to P.O. Box 1391, 33261
set, $15 a week 753-7670
auto dealership in Murray Murray, Kentucky.
Kyle Oakley
/ Salary plus guaranteed SALES Rep Wanted: LPN: Needed pa -time for
overtime, great working Louisville based firm is physician's office. No teleField conditions and benefits seeking an experienced phone inquiries Send re'1 BEDROOM furnished
Murray,
Ky.
package. Work with the sales rep and/or retired pro- sume to Allergy, Asthma
apartment, close to univerCARPET' Approx. 85 sity and hospital. Some utilbest Apply to P.O. Box cess engineer to cover the Clinic of West Kentucky,
yards, good, used, $1.50
1040-K, Murray, Ky.
ities paid Call 753-4012 or
— Western Kentucky area, Route 2 Box 39, Murray,
yard. 804 South 20th
753-8756.
calling on contractors and Ky. 42071.
Instruction
Flight
CAR STEREO Installer
industrial users of process MEDICAL Assistant:
END Tables: 4 piece set, 2 BEDROOM Duplex' Bath
needed Must have experiSightseeing
piping valves and fittings
Needed for physician's ofmaple finish, like new. + , central heat and air,
ence Send resume and
We
can
offer
a
lucritive
fice.
Excellent
753-6172.
benefits
Special "Introduction
ofexperience to P.O.Box 48,
no pets 759-9364, no calls
commission plan to the fered. Send resume with
Murray, Kentucky 42071
LIVING Room Suite: 5 after 9p.m.
to Flying Lesson"
nght indivudual. Send re- references to P.O. Box
pieces, $400. After 6p.m. 2 or 3 BEDROOM House or
PRINTING PRESS OPER- sume to Sales Rep, 5931 1040-D, Murray.
call 7599309.
ATOR High school gradu- Fertig Creek Road, Floyd
Apartment 753-4109
MORNING day hours, fullate or equivalent required. Knobbs, IN 47119.
NEW Furniture Ask for APARTMENT With large
time
position,
female, food
-112 hr. Ground Instruction
Two years of vocational
Neal at Starks Brothers Mo- storage area, $250 per
preparation and kitchen
Accepting
training or two years print--1/2 hr. Flight Instruction
bile Homes 753-2922
month Call 753-5292
work.
Apply
in
person
!.ng experience in a cornApplications
•Londt One 'Intro to
Subby's
Subs
&
Yogurt,
OLD oak desk with match- DUPLEX 1909-B West- neraal setting required.
For
Flying Lesson' per person.
1300 Chestnut, Murray, Ky.
ing swivel chair, glass top wood, 2 bedrooms, central
Expereince may be substiNurse Aides
and security door, $275
utecl for vocational trainH/A, stove, refrigerator, deNEED a job? AGED? Hope
on all shifts with beginSquare oak coffee table, posit, lease, no pets, $295
ing. Requires 'care-tofor the future? You may
ning salary at S3.50 per
used, with L-shaped couch, 1-527-7382 after 5p m
detail.' Must have an
qualify if: 'You do not have
hour with 20 shift diffe$125. 1 pair drapes that fit
understanding of basic'
your GED or high school
rential for 3-11 and 11-7
sliding glass door, 1 year NEED female roommate to mathematics. Responsibilidiploma; 'You have been
shifts. Apply at
old, cream and blue. Call share nice 2 bedroom
ties include proper operaout of school 9 months or
apartment $125/ month +
West View
759-9872.
tion and maintenance of
more; You are between
• AIRLINES
'4 utilities Close to camNursing Home
different types of printing
the ages of 16& 21. We are
SOFA $250, SETTEE pus
•CRUISE LINES
753-9872 or •
presses and periodic ad1401 South 16th St,
an E 0.E. This protect is
$150, Or $350 For Both! 554-3300
•TRAVEL AGENCIES
Murray
justments to produce qualfunded by the Western
Excellent Condition Calf
HOME STUDY/RES TRAINING
ity printed material This
EOE M/F
ROOM & Apartment For
Kentucky Private Industry
753-6724 after Spit
•FINANCIAL
AVAIL.
AID
involves cleaning and care
Rent: Room $100, apartCouncil- J T.P.A Call
•JOSPLACEMENT ASSIST.
of expensive printing THE Purchase District J.T.P.A. Out Of School
ment $125 All utilities paid,
presses. Salary $6.38 per Health Department is re- 7 5 3 - 9 3 7
near university 759-4915.
8 ,
hour. Apply at Personnel cruiting qualified applicants 8a.m.-11:30a.m.
SPACIOUS 2 Bedroom
Services, Sparks Hall, Mur- for Community Health
Apartment Furnished,
ray State University, Mur- Workers II and III. Success- NOW Hiring: All positions,
SELMER Trombone In ex
ray, KY 42071. EOE/M-F. ful applicants will provide all shifts available. Apply
cellent condition For the near campus, rent $265
beginning middle school plus deposit, 'Tease reHome Health Aide/ per- 8-10a.m. or 2-4p m. daily
band student Call quired 753-8585
sonal
care
and Wendy's, 1111 Chestnut
753-4332
homemaker/ housekeep- PERSON with knowledge
ing services in McCracken, of building materials Must
WURLITIZER Organ, douBallard, Fulton, Hickman, have drivers license and
ble keyboard, pedals,
Carlisle, Graves, Marshall ability to do manual labor
rhythms, with bench Seland Calloway Counties Inquire at 500 South 4th,
mer Tenor Saxophone
Positions will be filled as Murray_ See Roy
Both in good condition
bath
vacancies occur, from a
753-7687 after 3p m.
waterfront home next to
register of qualified applic- UNIQUE Career OpportunALLIANCE
Moore's Resort Available
Tract•••Tiailer
ants, based on but not lim- ity . A large multi-line insurTraining Canto r•
through Mid-March Cenited to the county of resi- ance company is expandLe*. TN
tral heat and air, fully furndence of the applicant, and ing its operation in the Mur1-SO0-334-1203
ished, $325 a month After
the location of the vacancy. ray, Calloway County area
6p m call 362-4055
Starting salary based on We are interested in someeducation and experience
one who is exciting, honest,
2 BEDROOM brick in coun$4.36 to $4.80 per hour hard-working, and enjoys
try, central gas HiA, no
LARGE,
large,
large
selec($327.00 to $360.00 bi- people Must be 25 or over,
pets Also 2 bedroom on
tion
of
storage
buildings
in
weekly). Education and ex- with a people background
Landfill
Road Coleman RE
stock
for
immediate
delivperience: High school such as teachers, coaches. BATTERIES, cans, hub753-9898
equivalency. Three full bankers, retail sales, insur- caps, aluminum, copper, ery Aaee Portable Buildyears of experience in a ance sales, route sales We brass, stainless, starters, ings, Mayfield, Ky. LYNN Grove Area 2 or 3
related health care field, or offer training allowance, alt After 3p m 753-0467, 502-247-7831
bedroom cedar house, A/C,
three years of education in unlimited earning potential, Post Oak Road, 94 East
LEE'S Pools & Spas is wood stove or electric heat,
addition to high school fringe package, training,
making pool care easier for partially furnished, $250 a
equivalency, (education and opportunity to build you
Murray! Chemicals, sup- month 382-2882
and/or experience) is re- own multi-line insurance
plies, parts, paint and water
quired for the higher hourly agency. Equal Opportunity BUYING 12" G I Joes, testing are available Come NICE 2
bedroom, close to
rates. Additional education Employer. Send brief confi- equipment, Barbies, Jems by C J 's Pool & Patio, 106 campus,
central gas WA
and/or experience in an ap- dential resume to: Ken- 436-5608
North 4th Street, 759-1911
Coleman RE 753-9898
propriate health services tucky Central Insurance
BUYING aluminum cans, SHARP Copiers Local aufield may be substituted for Co., P.0 Box 648, May
battery, scrap metal, cop- thonzed dealer, sales, reeducation and experience held, KY 42066
per and junk cars KGA ntal, lease and service Call
on a year-for-year basis up
to a maximum of two years. WAITRESS Needed Day Recycling 492-8183 days, 1-800-248-4319
Use of personal vehicle is and night positions avail- 498-8785 nights
2 GRAIN Bins With blow
required when traveling, able 492-8195
ers, 6500 bushels each
CIVIL War Artifacts Guns,
with mileage reimbursed, in
Kirksey, 499-2813
X-RAY Technician For or- swords, etc Ask for Larry,
all positions Good fringe
thopaedic office Send re- 753-3633
benefits Application may sume
to Ray Charette, IF MOVING, deanIng out 25* COLOR TV Curtis
be picked up at any local M D •
300 South 8th Street, house or sheds, used or Mathis, $100 Call after
health department in the Suite
104, Murray, antique furniture, glass 5p m 759-4563
counties listed above, or
Kentucky
tools, quilts One piece or
the Mayfield District AdmiCommercial
house full (901)642-6290
nistrative Office, 320 North
Building
or 492-8594
Seventh Street, Mayfield,
Applications must be postGood location
marked no later than midnight September 15, 1989 BI-WEEKLY and weekly
near MSU.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY house and office cleaning
EMPLOYER.
Also, window cleaning ReEXCELLENT WAGES for ferences supplied.
spare time assembly Easy 759-1578 or 753-4897
24x45 1976 DOUBLEWwork Exceptional pay No WILL care for the sick or
IDE
Trailer Recently reexpenence needed Call elderly Live in or out
1-4-6-41-7778 ext 2329 753-0785
1985 S-10 4-wheel drive modeled, 2 bedrooms, 1
bath with large living room,
Chevy, under 12,000 miles,
like new 1976 Dodge mo- stove, refrigerator, washer,
dryer and A/C included
tor home good shape,
Asking $10,000. Call after
ready to roll 8x14 heavy
6p m. 759-1273
duty equipment trailer
If

PEG'S
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To the best husband,
father,
grandfather
mandolin picker in
the whole world.

Happy Birthday
Rags!

Call him on Sept.
5th & wish him
Happy Birthday.

IT ALUJAY5 MAKES YOU
WONDER UJHAT HAPPENED
TO SUMMER-DOESN'T- IT?

i

LOOK younger longer Facsal rejuvenation at The
Body Designer, 115 South
13th St 753-3492

489-2874
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HEALTH INSURANCE

it has anything to do with Major Medical
Insurance, Medicare Supplement Insurance, or Nursing Home Insurance, we write
it and one of our companies writes more
Individual Guaranteed Renewable Health
Insurance than any A+Best rated Company
in America.
We represent 9 "A" Excellent and "A+"
Superior Best rated companies to offer you
the best possible rate and benefits.

Call us today for a Price
and Benefit Quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Building
753-4199

ideal for backhoe or medium sized tractor New 20"
stereo TV, table model with
remote control 759-4947,
leave message

28x60 1983 CENTURIAN
3 bedrooms, 2 baths, gray
wood siding, shingle roof,
vinyl underpinning Call after 5p m 489-2895

30 MADAM Alexander 2 MOBILE Homes 64,500
Dolls Mint, with box, oldest and $3,500 753-4389
being 1951 247-5806

BASSETT Hounds
puppies 753-9463

AKC

5

COCKER Spaniels. AKC
puppies, 8 weeks old. Also
free to good home, Chow
mixed puppies, 6 weeks
old. 436-5677.
_

DO you want to sell you
SPA? We sell used spas on
consignment Murray Hot
Tubs, 115 South 13th St,
753-3492
LAWN Mowers John
Deere Self Pro $45, push
mower $35. Goodall 34"cut
Self Pro commercial mower
$185 2 propane tanks, 100
pounds, $50 each 14' V
bottom fishing boat $125
Can be seen at 506 North
5th St. Murray

Positi
expeliforrn
insuri

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished. Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned.
Shady Oaks 753-5209

RENT or Rent To Own. 2
bedroom mobile home in
Get Away Bay reaeational
development near Aurora,
RAMSEY Winch 6,000 Ky. Recreational facilities
lbs , remote operating available to renters or ownswitch. cover, used once, ers For information cml
$375 753-7687 after 3p m 753-2613

COCKER Spaniels: AKC
puppies, wormed and
shots 653-2301
GROOMINGDALES, 2513
Coldwater
Road.
763-6756 The ultimate for
all your pet's grooming
needs
WRINKLES, Wrinkles.
Wrinkles Chinese Shar-pei
pups. CSPCA registered,
lay-away your Christmas
pup now 376-5311.

Nesth
Sherv
TOOTTI)

711

CLASSIFIEDS
Pols
Sup*.

Lots
For Salo

BEAUTIFUL wooded, mobile home or camper lot in a
lakefront subdivision Access to beach, campground with swimming pool
and 2 concrete boat ramps
$3,000 474-8826. nights
PEG'S Dog Grooming All 753-5541
breeds Maintenance prog- DUPLEX Lots 753-4389
ram available 753-2915
SINGLE family dwelling, re
RAT Terrier Puppies Old stricted, water, sewer, gas
fashioned, large type, hunt- underground utilities West
ing stock, wormed and of Murray, joining city limits
shots 435-4361
Call 753-5541 or 753-4060
ROTTWEILLER Puppies
10
weeks
old
(502)677-2971, 677-4321

xi

ed
Of
30-

ed
Ur
0

ed
rnty

SPITZ: American Eskimo
puppies, $130 753-7225 33'4 ACRES Drilled well,
2 barns 1975 mobile
home, 14x70, 3 bedrooms,
410
1/7 baths, with 15x20 addiPublic
tion and wood stove. Pond
t
Sale
stocked Price $31,500
Phone 436-2743.

At
en 09

Big 5-Party
Garage Sale

t

5

Of

430

Reel
Estate
COMMERCIAL building, 5
acres, large barn, 2 ponds,
lock shop, 2 bedroom
trailer, 1 mile from Kentucky Lake 354-8456

to •
3111

DUPLEX. With extra lot,
nice neighborhood in city
753-5054

UT1
0

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1-800-251•HOME Ext
711L

or
rtud
15

NEW Condominiums For
Sale 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
1,380 sq ft plus garage, all
applicances included plus
many other extras For
more information pleemelt
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222

5

a

440

Lots
For Sale

bl

21 ACRE hill 10 mile view o
tree tops (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshall County Look down on
Benton's lights! Deer and
wild turkey No buildings
Joe W Nanney, 753-9622

ft

un-

on
RE

CATTLE FARM- 96 acres
east of Murray, nice 3 bedroom older home, not far
from Murray and Ken take
Several outbuildings Your
opportunity to enjoy country living along with income
producing property. Call
Roberts Realty 753-1651,
nights 489-2266

3 BEDROOM,2 bath home
on approximately 1 acre lot
located on 121 North, 7
miles from Murray Call after 5p m 489-2861

•cr
1sttral

3 BEDROOM house in
country priced in lower
$20s. 753-9866.
3 BEDROOM Brick: On 1
acre wooded lot, 5 miles
from Murray in Cherry Corner area. 753-8872.
3 BEDROOM Ranch: 1'h
baths, living room, dining
room, kitchen, den with
screened porch, new carpet, central heat & air, wood
burning furnace, on large
lot with chain link fence
Nice neighborhood, immaculate condition, $78,800
753-1705.
BY Contractor New 3 bedroom, 2 bath house in Martin Heights Subdivision_
Buy new and pick you carpet color. Call 753-3903
after 4 30p m.
DAYTONA Beach, Florida
Home- 2 blocks from the
beach! Close to shopping
center. Central air & heat, 2
bedrooms. (904)258-5046.
753-1948.
HOUSE & Approximately
44 Acres 2-4 bedrooms, 1
bath. Call after 5p m
474-2382.

Admissions Counselor. Duties and responsibilities: Inform, advise, and counsel propospective
students and their families about Murray State
University and its programs. Extensive travel
required to area high schools. Participate in overall
undergraduate recruitment efforts.
Qualifications: Bachelor's degree, strong communication skills, excellent organizational skills,
and the ability to work independent of direct
supervision. Starting salary S14,500.
Send resume, cover letter, and three letters of
reference to Paul Radke, Director of School
Relations, Murray State University, Murray, KY
42071. Screening of applicants will begin on
September 8, 1989 and will continue until the
position is filled.
Murray State University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

/C
t,
a
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Fresh On The Market
Three Bedroom 1 1/2 bath home with economical heat
pump heating and cooling system, wood stove in hying
room, attached garage. Upper $60's.

Kopperud 'Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

Security Officers
Positions available Murray area. No
experience necessary. Will train. Uniforms furnished. Group and medical
insurance available.

Apply At:
58 Murray Guard Dr.
Jackson, Tennessee
(901) 668-3122

FOR Sale In 01 Retirement
Area Large brick home, 3
bedrooms 3 baths, much
more on 90 acres, 1 mile
from small airport, Boots
Randolph Golf Course.
Barkley Lake, $175,000
firm Call (502)522-8602
NEW 4-bedroom, 3 bath
home nearing completion
in Preston Heights Subdivision adjoining Gatesborough 2,800 sq ft under
roof, includes attached
2-car garage, all city utilities Phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222 for more
details
PRICE Reduced Owner
moving. Offers welcome on
3 bedroom brick, 1500
Johnson. Not multiple
listed. C.O. Bondurant Realty 753-3460.

Toyotas Cost Less
ill Murray
CARS

Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days?
,ir•nt From Gene At
OM/ AIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

'89 Toyota Tercel

502 753 2617

$186,00
For 60 mos
$8,787 Sala Price

1986 LINCOLN Continental (Givenchy) Loaded,
moon roof, new tires
354-8986

88 Toyota Camry LE

$296.00

1987 DODGE Omni 1 family owner, 60,000 miles
Days 759-4522, nights
759-9422

For 54 mos
$12,987 Sale Pr,ct

'88 Buick Regal

S260.00

1988 MAZDA 323 4-door,
1 owner, tow mileage Call
753-0653 after 5p m

Mos
$10,487 Sale PrICI

1988 MERCURY Tracer
Call 435-4207 alter
530p.m.

'87 Nissan Maxims

$322.00
mos.
$12,987 Sall Price
For 48

5151.00

•

14,887 Sale Price

1986 YAMAHA Moto 4.
225cc, excellent condition,
extras, $1,575. 753-3259.

'87 Chevy Celebrity

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

For 48 mos.
$7,187 Salt Price

'87 Pontiac

arii Ei;

For 42 mos.
$7,987 Sale Price

$221.00
1972 OLDSMOBILE, 1980
Cutlass, low miles 1709
Calloway
1972 VW SUPER Beetle
Baja kit, sunrOof, AWFM
cassette, 2 year old short
block engine 753-3509 after 5p m
1975 CUTLASS Good
transportation 753-5981

For 48 Mos.
$8.887 Sale Price

-

'87 Toyota Camry

S248.00
mos.
$9,487 Sale Price
For 48

'86 Chevy 2•213

$260.00
. For 42 Mos,

1976 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Supreme New paint,
new vinyl, low mites, perfect condition $1,700 or
best offer. 436-5412
1977 BUICK Electra
Loaded, $1,500 753-8040
days, 753-3140 after
5 30p m
1978 OLDS Cutlass Supreme Call before 3p.m.
753-5019
1978 OLDS Cutlass Supreme Brougham Loaded,
wheels, white letter tires,
46,000 miles, $2,800
753-4893 after 5p m

$9,487 Sale Price

r
Dan Taylo
-80u-3253129
ee

'86 Audi 5000

$274.00
16 014 Cotes

$211.0
0
For
42 Mos.

$7,687 Sale Price

$274.
00
For
12 mos.
$9,987 Sale Price

1987 FORD 250 LXT Lariat Diesel, super cab,
diesel 4x4, rnathing topper, bed her, excellent
condition 354-8986
1988 GMC Suburban
Loaded, low mileage
753-4389

$215.00
For 30 mos.
$5,987 Sale Price

'81 Toyota Cola GT

$151.00
For 21 mos
$3,487 Sale Pro

ON THE SPOT
FINANCING

Campers
1974 WINNEBAGO: 24'
440 Dodge motor.
436-4428.

$171.00

For -54 mos.
17,487 Sale Price

1984 NISSAN Maxima Extra Nice' 4-door, loaded
with accessories. 56,000
miles Nights or weekend
436-5810

$205.
00
For
'82
7 Toyota
8 Van

1981 JOHNSON 25HP,
$750 Real Nice! After
5 30p m 436-5810

1986 BUICK LeSabre Stationwagon, Excellent condition, 31,000 miles
753-7785 or 759-1759_

$

1986 FIE Fi0 Black, garage
kept, 17,000 actual miles
759-4915
1986 FORD Taurus LX Sta
tionwagon For sale by
owner, excellent condition.
very low mileage
753-7932

Have You Been
-Limed Down
Elsewhere?

We set dependable,
affordable cars to
people who want to
re-establish their credit.

Call Sammy
for Details

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
675 S i;th
Murray, Ky

PAnne
753 atm

54 mos.
$8,967 Sall Price

For 48 Mos.

$11,987 Sale Price
'86 Mazda SE5

$164.0
0
For
42 Mos.

$5,987 Sate Price
'86 Chevy El Camino

$247.00
mos
$8,967 Sale Price
For 42

'86 Toyota 'Truck

$164.00
For 42 Mos
15,987 Sall Price

'85 Chevy Sihersclo
For 36 Mos
$88,487 Sale Price
13 Silverado

$216.00
For 36 Mos

$6,987 Salo Price
AO Peru.* Woad 0115%

&PR. 011% woo
Hours • IF 17

Feed
& Seed

560

HAY For Sale Excellent
quality, baled, clover and
timothy, clover and fescue
753-8673

SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and models,
home and industry Call
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674, Hwy 121 North
Stella, Ky
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair 436-2811
STRESS FREE EXERCISE: For the physically fit
or physically limited
(stroke, arthritis, back pain)
at The Body Designer, 115
South 13th St. 753-3492
SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tree removal. Aerial bucket truck.
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage, Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry
Work completely guaranteed Call or write Morgan
Construction Company,
Route 2 Box 409-A, Paducah, KY 42001 or call
1-442-7026
WILL do plumbing installation & repairs All guaranteed
Free estimates
Phone 753-3247 or
753-1308

Free
Column
PUPPIES
753-5981

Small dogs

•
CUSTOM KITCMEN CABIRETs
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

vs

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by a silo otir showroom
4u9 SkABL.eir ktuRP• h. • -

Gloria's
Fitness Salon
Closing August 29th
Will Reopen Jan. 1st
Watch paper for new
location and hours.
Thanking all our customers for
all their loyal support.
Hope to see you all in January.
Gloria
-MP

'rota y remodeled home located conveniently to schools, library, and shoppii-,g.
Contact the Home Team for all details.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Police
91 1

'
644 Murray Home & Auto

16' FIBERGLASS Sailboat.
Trailer. main and jib sails,
life jackets, etc 436-2879.
1981 HOLIDAY Rambler
Imperial 32, 1 owner, no
pets and non-smoker,
$10,500 (502)388-7828

'88 Mazda SE5 Pu

PAINTING Quality workmanship, references, free
estimates. Call Craig at
436-5245

Hwy. 94 West
435-4415

RILEY'S Home Improvements Free Estimates, discounts to senior citizens
Work guaranteed Billy Riley. 753-9478

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
ROCKY COLSON Home
installed for your specificaRepair Roofing, siding,
tions Call Sears 753-2310
painting, plumbing, confor free estimate
orete. Free estimates Call
HAMILTON Cultured 474-2307
marble and tile 643 Old
SANDBLASTING All types
Benton Rd 753-9400
paint and rust removal No
HAULING, yard work, tree lob too large or too small
removal, roofing, painting, Same day service on most
items Call 753-2011 for a
mowing Free estimates
Free Estimate
759-1683.

MITCHELL PAVING. 30
years experience. Haulingi.,,
excavating, seal coating
and striping. For estimate
call Rocky, Guy, or R B
753-1537_

Lynn Grove
Feed 6
Seed Co.

550

PROFESSIONAL Lawn
Case Mowing- HaulingTrimming & LEAF RAKING 759-4440 evenings
Ask for Wayne

MATHIS Brothers Saw Mill:
Loading sawdust Mon.- Fri.
7a.m.-4p.m. We buy standing timber. (615)232-8466.

Ky 31 Fescue, Johnstone Fescue. Orchard
Grass, Annual Rye
Grass, Clair Timothy,
Keenland Red Clover,
Certified
Ladino
Clover,
Imperial
Whitetail Clover, Crimson Clover, White
Dutch Clover, Seed
Wheat, Winter Oats,
Creeping Red Fescue
Bluegrass

WE provide repair service
on most brands of TVs
VCRs stereos etc
753-7670

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

LICENSED electrician.
James Gallimore electrical
service. Commercial and
residential. Fast, courteous
service. 759-1835.

Seeds For
Fall Sowing

911

Bost*
& Motors

'88 Suzuki Samuri

Custom Built Decks
or Bannister
8:10
8325
10x18
8880
Beet Prices
Quality Results
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

LANDSCAPING, bushhog
ging, leveling driveways
and buildings flower beds
436-5430

TELEPHONE wiring- lacks
installed- phones moved
residence and business
experienced Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
$35. all brands 3rd Street
Almo, 753-0530

ELECTRICIAN Licensed
contractor, quality work Affordable price No charge
service call Runyon
Electric Service 436-5279

INSULATION Blown In By
'Sears. TVA approved.
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate.

Feed
& Seed

TREE Service Trees
topped or removed Also
order your winter firewood
Phone 436-2758 or
436-2562

Phone
(502) 492-8488
Hwy. 841 N. Hazel

ELECTRICAL installation
and repair All gas installation and repair Also refrigeration Call 753-7203

1988 PROWLER Lynx 26'
travel trailer, sleeps 6, like
new,
$8,600
759-9359

TRUCKS

Doors & W1ndows
Asvtl White Roots
Straps & Anchoring
IILIEw Air Conditioners
Metal Steps
Treated Decks & Porches
Vinyl & K Rok Skirting
Complete Parts Catalog

Lattice

1986 JAYCO Trailer Fully
self-contained, 24'4
sleeps 7, TV antenna, awning, like new condition
759-4410

520

Mobile Home
Parts & Service

CONTRACTOR- Portable
storage buildings, pole
barns, general home improvement Quality work for
less Free estimates 8'x12'
for $585 489-2663

MOBILE HOME Specialist436-5255

510

For 38 Mos.
$7,487 Sale Price

Hwy. 79 W. - Paris

1980 OLDSMOBILE Holiday 88 Excellent condition,
full power, bucket seats,
console, $3,200 Call
753-9229

1974 CHEVROLET Pickup Truck: good condition.
435-43S8

'85 Olds Ciera

13 Cullas Calais

1980 MERCURY Cougar
Runs good, new tires, lots
of nuies, $950 753-2976

Used
Truck,

For 42 Mos.
$9,967 Sale Price

New & Used
GM Executives &
Program Vehicles

1980 HONDA Accord
3-door, 69,000 miles, 1
owner Call 759-9451 after
5P m

500

* Four Star *

BRICK, block and concrete, basements, foundations, driveways, sidewalks, patios Free estimates Chimneys new and
repaired 28 years experience 753-5476

LICENSED Electrician:
Doug Jones Electric Residential wing and electric
motor repair 759-4751.

For 42 mos.
$8,487 Sale Price

$238.00

1980 FIAT Low mileage,
good condition 436-2647

Tercels, Corollas,
Camrys, Vans,
Trucks, Land
Cruisers & 4 Runners

$233.00

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc, of
Paris, TN

901-042-3900

Used
Toyotas
In Stock

'86 Camry LE

'85 Cadillac Sedan Den.

Now it's

55(

Soritcos
Offered
411.

ATKINS Carrico Painepg
Commercial, residen I
Free estimates Ph ne
437-4221 or 354-8985

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing tree work
436-5895 or 436-2642

$186.00

'87 Toyota Corolla FX

Low Weekly Payments

Nestled among the oaks and hickorys of
Sherwood Forest Subd., this newly listed
roomy home is a must for your family to see.

For 36 Mos

1981 YAMAHA 175 $400
Call after 4p m. 492-8548.

ATV parts, accessories,
tires & service for all
brands! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd., Murray_ 759-9831.

510

&mkt*
Offered

For 48

Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
DNorce V OK
Bankruptcy V OK

EOE

711 Main St.

530

'87 Plymouth Itliant

Sept. 5 & 6
Tues. & Wed.
1706 Holiday Dr.
Sewing
machine,
rotary exerciser, 35'
RV camper cover, 2
new 12 volt 5" TVs,
country crafts &
house accessories,
much more.

ath
r,
slls

Miirray Ledger & Times

Homes
For Sete

MINIATURE Poodle Puppies AKC, born 8/8/89
Now taking deposits 1
male and 2females apricot,
1 male black Very healthy
Out of excellent bloodline
Call after 4p m 753-4302

nc
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1983 MASTERCRAFT,
showroom dean, barefoot
boom, skis, ropes
901 642 7346
1988 BASS Tracker
TXS-17 45HP, AM/FM
cassette, Tach volts water
pump gauge, in dash
flasher. LCR 4000. 565
trolling motor 753-9536
LOWES Fishing Boat 1
year old, new 30HP motor
and trolling motor and
trailer Call after 5p m
474-2382

Ne
'

Tua--1/4214)

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

RANDY THORNY•N
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Tron• and Card*, /*ohm
for sairm end soryle• In Murray
and Calloway County

raw
• mmi",m ro•Mbr

802 Chasinut

Services
Offered
A 1 TREE Service & Stump
Removal 50 aerial bucket
truck Spraying and feed
wig 35 years experience
Glen Joiner owner Call
753-0906 Free Estimates

Poison Control
753-7588
Murray-Made Windows - Siding-Fencing
Downspouts 6 Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding - Solar Screens
Call Us Today!
ARRI Anis.% A 4.1imPil/4 PPS

APPLIANCE REPAIRS.
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck Al
work and parts warranteed
Ask for Andy at The Ap
phanoe Works, 753 2455

Your ad could
be _here!
Call 753-1916.
Greg's Vinyl Tops
753-9841
!Behind old Boston
MA F 85

Center Dr ott 641 N
Tea Party)

•Simuieted convertible tops
•Pin stripes •Stick on body side moldong
•Luggs•e rtickS •Truck rads and tashate auarcls

Calloway County Rescue Squad

753-6952

713-0407

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

753-5131

Surewa Tree Service
Stump Removal

Free Estimates

Fully Insured

753-5484

To place your ad in

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years expenwoe. Parts and WWII,
Used Appliances Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872 or
436-5848 (home)

the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916
‘•••••"'

Monday,FridaN 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturdm 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
"

=

•• •

753-8181

121 By-Peas

530

•••

Phone
753-2571
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Byrn to teach genealogy course
Dorothy Byrn of Murray has a
hobby she enjoys sharing with
others. She will teach a community
education course titled Genealogy
starting Monday, Sept. 11, at Murray State University.
"This isn't the first time Mrs.
Byrn has taught a community
genealogy course," said Karen
Guthrie, community education
coordinator in the Center for Continuing Education/Academic Outreach on the campus.
Researching her own family history over the years has given Mrs.
Byrn experience she can now teach
others as ar community service,
Mrs. Guthrie pointed out
"Genealogy is a hobby for life,"
Mrs. Byrn observed,"and you meet

the loveliest people. I have a particular interest in the history of the
Jackson Purchase in Kentucky and
Tennessee.
"Yet the methods of researching
apply anywere in the United
States," she added. "I teach people
where to go to find records starting
with the library. With the Pogue
Library at Mufray State, we have
an excellent starting place."

John W.(Buddy) Farmer

Western Combination Dance Class,
Investment Opportunities, and
Adult Typing I Class.
"If you are someone like Mrs.
Byrn who has knowledge or a skill
to share with other people, Mrs.
Guthrie said, "pick up the phone
and talk with me about your special
ability.
"Someone who loves to cook or
is an avid photographer might be
just the person I am looking for to
teach a course."
Guthrie may be reached at the
Center For Continuing Education
and Academic Outreach at Murray
State University by calling (502)
762-4150 or from outside Calloway
County in Kentucky 800-669-7654.

John W. (Buddy) Farmer, 67, of Mansfield Farmer and Bob Farmer, Mike Wood, Tommy Nance, Ricky
1212 Melrose Dr., Murray, died Murray; one grandchild; five
Dumas and Dicky Dumas.
Saturday at 6:30 a.m. at Lourdes stepgrandchildren.
Honorary pallbearers are Eurie
Hospital, Paducah.
The funeral is today at 11:30 Garland,
J.I. Grogan, Jiggs LassiHe had retired from Sue and a.m. in the chapel of Blalockter, Gijfard Ross, David Morris,
Charlie's Restaurant at Aurora and Coleman Funeral Home.
JametiMitchuson, Tony Ham, Pete
was a member of First United
Officiating are the Rev. Jimmy
Kuchule, Wallace Litchkcld,
Methodist Church.
Madding and Dr. Lynn Mayall.
Joseph
Nance, Andy Whitt, Alfred
Born July 2, 1922, in Murray, he Music is by Gunner Nance, Mary
Lindsey
and George Weaks.
was the son of the late John C. Far- Mayall and Loma Borders.
mer and Carter Lee Whitnell
Active pallbearers are Chris FarBurial will follow in Murray
Other up-coming community
Farmer.
mer, Chip Farmer, Bobby Farmer, City Cemetery.
education courses for the fall
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Peginclude Introduction to Aviation,
gy Nance Farmer, to whom he was
•
Powder Puff Mechanics, Woodmarried on July 21, 1971; one
working, Classical Music, Art
daughter, Mrs. Fred (Jackie) Velde,
Gardie E. Turner, 77, of 319 Audie Turner and Robert Turner,
Appreciation, Drawing on Location
Phoenix, Ariz.; three stepsons, Joe Irvan St., Murray, died Saturday at all of Murray; two grandchildren;
(first class is Saturday, September
Don Wilson and Tim Wilson, Mur- 4:24 p.m. at Murray-Calloway one stepgrandchild.
9). Painting Class, Countryray, and Steve Wilson, Lynnville; County Hospital.
Services will be today at 2 p.m.
two sisters, Mrs. Sue Costello,
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Born Sept. 12, 1911, in Trigg
Funeral Home. The Rev. Heyward
Murray, and Mrs. Jeannette Giles, County, he was the son of the late
Roberts will officiate.
Dukedom, Tenn.; two brothers, Taylor Turner and Sarah Merideth
Pallbearers will be Mark Jones,
Turner.
investigation.
WICHITA, Kan.(AP) — A fed- fines. The company could be fined
Rodney
Jones, H.L. Riley, Dr.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
"The issues pertain to the priceral grand jury is investigating alle- SI million in addition to repayment
Michael
Miller,
Frank Hinton and
Turner,
to
whom
Codell Schroader
ing of certain raw materials used in
gations against a Boeing division of overcharges.
Bobby Mitchell.
married April 13, 1940; two
he
was
the performance of the contracts
and at least one midlevel company
Burial will follow in Murray
The newspaper quoted Defense
sons, Harold Turner, Rt. 2, Murray,
and it involves complex regulatory
official of overcharging the Air Department sources as alleging the
Memorial Gardens.
The funeral for Mrs. Irma Lee and Wayne Turner, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Force millions of dollars, a news- Boeing division charged the govand accounting principles," —Bill
Friends may call at the funeral
McHood was today at 10 a.m. in one sister, Mrs. Roy Herndon, and
paper reported. home.
ernment 12 percent to 13 percent said.
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman three brothers, Gaylon Turner,
The government contends BoeHe refused to explain Boeing's Funeral Home. The Rev. Tom Cary
more for aluminum than it was
ing Military Airplanes of Wichita 'paying its suppliers, a markup not
position further.
officiated.
overcharged the Air Force $11 mil- allowed under such military
Federal prosecutors plan to prePallbearers were Dan Shipley,
lion during the past decade on consent a draft indictment to the grand
contracts.
Jim Stahler, Gus Yarbrough, Rudy
tracts to replace 'the aluminum
Boeing Military spokesman = jury before the statute of limitaBrawner, George Wilson and Morskins of KC-135 transports and
Richard Hill said the company has tions expires early next month, the
ris Wilson.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A the community colleges from UK's
refueling tankers, The Wichita
been cooperating fully with the Eagle reported.
Burial was in Murray Memorial
newly
revived debate over whether control because of growing enrollEagle reported Sunday.
Gardens.
the
University
of Kentucky should ments and overburdened budgets.
Because the five-year statute of
Mrs. McHood, 89, Rt. 4, Murray, continue to control its community
An independent board would
lirriftations has expired on some of
died Saturday at 2:15 a.m. at colleges is a rehash "of a tired, old oversee the colleges and vocational
the contracts, the felony criminal
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. issue," said Charles Wethington, training for adults.
investigation is limited to alleged
She was preceded in death by.chancellor of the UK community
The committee, charged with
overcharges of $3 million to $5
Cintinnati Police Lt. Steve
CINCINNATI (AP) — An estiher husband, John Robert McHood, college system.
examining
the future of the commillion.
mated 500,000 people lined the Kramer said there was a report of a
Dec. 18, 1980, one daughter,
"This is a discussion that's munity college system, will report
spectator
falling
in
the
river,
but
he
The Defense Department is conbanks of the Ohio River to watch
Rebecca Jenkins in September raised at least every two years, its findings in mid- October.
sidering civil action to try to
the 12th annual Riverfest fireworks said no information was immedi1959, one sister, Mrs. Thelma right before the General Assembly
The question, Cox said, .was
reclaim fall SII million, according
display, and-police reported no vio- ately available on the incident.
Ezell, and one brother, Ila convenes," he said. "It's an issue whether the missions
of the comKramer
said
Cincinnati
police
to Defense Department sources
lence of the kind that marred last
Douglass.
that will do nothing but divert us munity colleges and UK are
arrested more than 200 people for
who requested anonymity, the
year's event.
Survivors are one daughter,' Mrs. from serving the people in Ken- compatible.
'•
newspaper said.
The fireworks, accompanied by a carrying alcohol into the viewing
William E. (Reba) Wallace, Gra- tucky. We prefer not to spend our
"UK
is
expected
to be the
area.
Part
of
the
area
was
declared
Any convictions could result in a
specially prepared music soundnite City, Ill.; two sisters, Mrs. time discussing it."
research university for the state.
possible maximum penalty of 10
track, began at 9:05 pp. EDT Sun- alcohol-free at the request of famiQuiller (Emma) Knight, Rt. 4.
Supporters argue that indepen- We've made a decision that only
lies, with the rest of the area allowyears in prison and $500,00 - in
day and lasted 30 minutes.
dence would enhance the status of one institution — with the excepMurray,
and Mrs. Mary Miller,
ing only alcoholic beverages
the colleges and perhaps boost tion of some programs at the UniMurray; two brothers, Earl Doubought at the scene.
By GARY LARSON
THE FAR SIDE
efforts
to secure more money.
glass
and
wife,
Dulcie,
and
Harold
versity of Louisville — can offer a
Kramer estimated that, including
But opponents — including UK Ph.D.," he said.
people on hills overlooking the Douglass and wife, Myrtle, Muradministrators — contend there's
"The clear thrust of the UniverOhio River, more than 500,000 ray; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Mattie
nothing
that
needs
fixing.
Parker,
Granite
City,
Ill.,
and
Mrs.
sity
of Kentucky is graduate
the
fireworks
from
people watched
They say lquabbling over gover- education.
Nancy Nance, Dover, Tenn.; four
the.Cincinnati side of the river.
nance of the colleges distracts from
"But is it compatible for the
Covington, Ky., Police Officer grandchildren, Mrs. Sharon Rusthe primary issue: securing stronger same board to run something at the
David Hampton said more than sell, Cleveland, Ohio, Mrs. Debbie
state support of higher education. other end of the spectrum, a system
50,000 people watched the display Monhan, Lanquster, Pa., Mrs.
But Gary Cox, executive director of two-year colleges? I can'ican
Regina
Puree!,
St.
Louis,
Mo.,
and
from the shore in Covington, which
of the Council on Higher Educa- crewmen, all dressed in olive-green
was declared completely alcohol- Robert Earl Jenkins, California;
tion, said the recommendation was flight suits, disembarked from each
four great-grandchildren.
free for the event.
"something that, taken by itself, plane.
makes a lot of sense. ...
"They made the recommendations that made the most sense to
NOTICE
them.
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
"In the past, such ideas were
GRAVEL AND DIRT
introduced under charges of politiK&K STUMP REMOVAL
cal shenanigans. It's not the case
Frances Drake
Mechanically Removed
this time."
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Treated Cross Ties
on Education and the Humanities,
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
/Plit (Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
435-4343 Bob Kemp
part
of
a
larger
group
created
by
You're inspired and charismatic
Hard work earns the results you
r
seek today. You'll have success in now. What you do today, you'll do it the legislature to study state gov435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.
bringing a project to completion. You with all you got. You could be elected ernment, recommended removing

Gardie E Turner

Boeing division investigation reported

Mrs. Irma
Lee McHood

Chancellor: revived UK debate
a rehash of a 'tired, old issue'

Riverfest fireworks held

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Things that go bump in the night.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Elapse
5 Skin ailment
9 Idle talk
12 Landed
13 Scorch
14 Metric
measure
15 Royal
17 Shoulder
ornament
19 Female
relatives
21 Oceans
22 Merry
24 Exists
25 Foollike
part
26 Lubricate
27 Takes
unlawfully
29 Lamour ID
31 Legal matter
32 Hebrew
letter
33 Negative
34 Contend

1

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

35 Printer's
measure
36 Enthusiastic
38 Anger
39 One, no
matter which
40 Mobile unit:
abbr
41 Play
divisions
42 Competent
44 Widow
46 — Two
Women''
48 Wooden pin
51 Greek letter
52 Odds and —
54 Emerald isle
55 Sailor
colloq
56 "Win, — or.
Draw"
57 Changes
color of

IRCAPEllt
GRIPS
DEBATE
ESTATE
ORIRWOMEN
SLAM
WED
NINES
EL I
EARS
TIRES
ER
LLAMA
DANCERS
RIRMALE
LOON
STARTED
ROUTE
AERTAROS
PROS
PAD
RI TES
ERS
ISIS
ESTOP
PE
DEMURS
OREGON
DEBUT
NEW
2 Beverage
3 Signs.
tokens
4 Sedate
5 Carney ID
6 Cottage
7 Short sleeps
8 Period of

DOWN
1 Equality

4

5

12

6

7

8

9

13

15
19
22

18

20

23

21

2

24

26

2

31

32

35

28

29

133

36

38

40

42

4

41

PIP

45

48

4

51

52

54

se '

57

55
t

0

34

37

39

11

14
17

18

10

48

time
9 Strong winds
10 Region
11 Wagers
16 French
article
18 Employs
20 Quoted
22 Lesley —
23 Hold on
property
25 Conspiracy
27 Agile
28 Cancel
29 Soil
30 Dregs
34 Stallone
film
36 Again
37 COrrects, as
manuscript
39 Place for
worship
41 Pained
42 Encourage
43 Phi — Kappa
44 Nevada city
45 That thing
47 Lamprey
49 Falsehood
50 Abstract
being
53 Compass
point

may do some re-evaluating of your
investment portfolio.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Your love grows deeper now, but
guard against negative feelings of
jealousy and possessiveness. Tonight
you'll enjoy going out somewhere
special together.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You'll throw yourself into whatever
you do now. Do-it-yourself projects
at home are favored today. Intuition
is a plus for you in business. A goal is
realized.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You're ,on the same wave length
with a partner now. It could be an
extraordinary success for those
_involved in creative work. Travel and
leisure events are pluses.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You may be making major changes
at home now. It's a good day to get rid
of clutter and also to buy some new
furnishings You'll enjoy-having company over tonight.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Others will find you magnetic,
convincing, and persuasive today. It
could be the start of a creative
project now. Also" you should make
those important phone calls without
delay.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 tp(1(1.22)
Today'A behind-the-scenes developments are in your favor financially You'll do something thoughtful
for a relative now. It's best to be a bit
close-mouthed.

to a position of leadership in connection with a group activity.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Business developments are positive, but it's still best to play your
cards close to the chest now.Some of
you may be engaged in important
research today.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You may attend a concert, lecture,
or some 'other cultural event with
your friends now. Dealings with
publishers, educators and those at a
distance are favored today.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A twist of circumstances in business turns out to your advantage. Be
a good listener and observer today.
Financial prospects also should take
a turn for the better. .
PISCES
)01.•
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
•NINic
Contractural matters are favored
today. Partners work well as a team
together. Changes are occurring in
your overall outlook to life now. New
insights are forthcoming.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
QUALJTY
SERVICE PARTS

Keep The Grant GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parte

1986 Dodge Power Ram
4 Wheel Drive, loaded, 13,000
miles, red, short bed.
$11,300
444-44444-**444-44444

WALTER'S
PHARMACY
Walter Mehr,
Pharmacist & Owner

'We Care About
Your Health."
519 S. 12th St.
•

Open - Wooded - Scenic
Located 3 miles north of Benton, west of U.S.641
at Scale Road and Jackson Purchase Parkway.
Joe W. Nanney
"A PRIVATE COMMUNITY"

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

•-9-4-41-41-******494-444'44.14

YOU BORN TODAY have an adventurous attitude towards life and won't
be happy in a routine job. You're an
independent thinker with a desire to
explore new territories, both intellectually and geographically. You can
succeed in such fields as science,
writing, 'criticism and teaching. At
times, though, you can be both
restless and expedient. Forgo a
tendency to accept what chance
throws your way,and make your own
talents the cornerstone of your
success.

BUILDING SITES

641 South
Murray
753.2617

GM

753-7688

VALUABLE COUP°,

300 FREE
Quality Stamps
With Any
Transfer or New Prescription
at Walter's Pharmacy

•

